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**Letter from ISNR President**

Leslie Sherlin, PhD

This second letter as president means we are already a fourth of the way through the year. When I aspired to this position I had such huge dreams for making a lasting positive impact on the organization and already time is slipping away. With this in mind let me revisit my opening letter of our goals and give you a status update.

My vision for the organization and what I believed to be our major push was education about what it is that our organization and members do. My intention was that education should be focused in three groups and areas, our own profession, our colleagues in other professions and the public. We have significant efforts already moving forward in these areas. For details on the specific agenda reference the Winter 2010 issue of NeuroConnections.

First in order to educate our own membership and professionals in our field we of course continue to promote our conference. This year’s conference Call for Papers and schedule outline is now posted on our website. We have an integrated focus this year to not only include neurofeedback and other neuromodulation techniques but are specifically asking for submissions that also discuss other biofeedback modalities and how they are utilized in conjunction with neurofeedback. We have already seen a strong interest in our group for submitting and attending back. We have an integrated focus this year on the specific agenda reference the Winter 2010 issue of NeuroConnections.

Another significant endeavor, undertaken by our Standards Committee this year is focused on assessment and protocol selection. The promotion of high standards of professional practice, peer review, ethics, and education in neurofeedback.

**AAPB Neurofeedback Division Mission Statement**

To improve human welfare through the pursuit of its goals. The specific goals are:

- The encouragement and improvement of scientific research and clinical applications of EEG technology and neurofeedback.
- The promotion of high standards, peer review, ethics, and education in neurofeedback.
- The promotion of neurofeedback and the dissemination of information to the public.
- The division is organized for the purpose of carrying on educational and scientific objectives and is not to be operated for profit.

**Merlyn Hard, PhD**

**Dear Members,**

The spring edition of NeuroConnections is focused on assessment and protocol selection. What a formidable task to try to contain the various methods into one edition.

The Brownback, Mason and Associates over many years have developed a very easy to use assessment that is computer based and has a follow up assessment every three weeks (you can define how often) for the duration of the treatments. Reading Tom’s article is highly recommended to see how carefully they assess the brain’s operation, the symptoms of the client and design the protocols to match those findings. Although some clients will say the assessment via computer is self monitoring and may be biased, I can speak from experience of using their methods that if the clients will stick with it they begin to see the improvements in themselves and the changes in their lives.

Looking at a completely different angle in neurofeedback Dr. Tom Mathews helps us look at the issue of overtraining. Most of the time the discussions around the table are regarding the under training of clients. Such as clients leaving before the most benefits could be obtained. So it is a thoughtful nudge to all of us that Dr. Mathews is making to remind us that overtraining can and does happen. Enjoy his article and maybe even re-look at some of your client’s progress.

There is a very informative article culled from the small group meeting at ISNR regarding addiction. Addiction is...
often treated by every practitioner, without always identifying the issue as addiction. Often alcohol addiction is viewed as not an addiction and rather as “maybe I drink a little too much.” Many other addictions have the same caveat. I remember a client who after 9/11 shopped extensively, as she put it, “because the mayor said we needed to.” Guess what her addiction turned out to be? Enjoy the insights in the article.

The Othmers have given us the article “Clinical Decision Making and Protocol Selection in Neurofeedback” which is the fruit of their many years of practice and research. The use of decision trees and fitting the information from fine history and symptom taking is well worth your time to peruse.

At the same time Dr. Cory Hammond reminds us that pretreatment assessment is paramount in our field. He looks at the issues of assessment and what can be the outcome when the pre assessment is complete and informative.

Finally, the publisher has given us permission to reprint an article regarding Peak Performance, written by Beauchamp and Beauchamp. Whether you are working with clients who are striving for peak performance on the playing field or in the boardroom, this article will give you new insights into the methods that are available to assist clients to achieve their highest goals.

Have a wonderful spring and enjoy the day!

Merlyn Hard, PhD, BCN Fellow

Wellstone Domenici Mental Health Party Act was enacted. In it, health care insurers and third party payers are instructed to reimburse for mental health and addictions care using the same standards they use for medical care reimbursement. This is progress for mental health consumers in that they will no longer be limited to restrictions reimbursements.

The Parity Project Committee, which is Richard E. Davis, Randy Lyle, Anita Myers, Ed Pigott and me, is working on a packet that ISNR members can access that provides step-by-step instructions for the unfortunately lengthy denial procedures. We are looking for a core group of practitioners to help with creating the packet by allowing us to walk through their denial progressions with them, ironing out kinks and establishing a foundation for the procedure packet. We figure it will take a few denial cycles to argue powerfully for parity with medical care reimbursement. And the more winning arguments we have, the better grounding we have for parity.

I think this is an important project that will benefit ISNR members and create a stronger consumer base for our field. If the decision to partake in neurofeedback training does not get weighted down by the personal cost it then becomes equal to the many currently inadequate standard treatments for several of the disorders that neurofeedback training is successful with.

Best,

Cynthia Kerson, PhD, BCN, BCB
AAPB Looks to its Future

Future thinking is one of the most important jobs that a board and its executive team has in serving its constituents. In difficult economic times, it is especially important to understand the threats and challenges that are inherent as a result of the downturn and to set strategies that will guide the organization and its members to a more positive future.

Much has changed over the past few years. And much of that change has been driven by the downturn in the economy. Members typically hold on to their money longer before renewing their membership, registering for a conference, or making other important decisions that affect payment of funds. Members are also looking for more continuing education options that might not involve travel or less expensive, more localized educational opportunities. While online networking will never replace an in-person exchange of ideas and expertise, it is becoming more and more a part of the day to day human experience.

As AAPB looks to its future, all of these factors must be taken into account. In doing so, the executive committee took time to meet following the ISNR meeting last fall in the Denver area. The meeting was highly productive and involved a look at the challenges facing not only AAPB but its member practitioners,educations, and the entire biofeedback and neurofeedback community. The primary focus in this process had to do with finding strategies to develop that will provide value to AAPB members in a way that will also benefit the association so that we are all working together going forward.

In establishing the plan, the previous strategic plan was revisited and reviewed to determine to what degree the prior initiatives had been achieved. We were very pleased in conducting this analysis to see that most had been accomplished, such items as the establishment of the online Clinician’s Toolkit, a revamp of the website, expansion of continuing education options to include multiple disciplines, and expansion of the educational content to include more focus on new technology and more of a focus on the clinical practice of bio and neurofeedback.

Here is a brief summary of the strategic planning outcomes:

**New Vision Statement:**
*Enhancing the innate ability to heal oneself*

**New Mission Statement:**
*AAPB is committed to providing information and support in the areas of mind-body science and biofeedback, serving healthcare professionals, the media and the public.*

There were four themes defined, consistent with the themes from the previous plan but given new objectives and strategies. For purposes of this report, we will spare you the listing of all the strategies but provide the themes and overall objective as follows:

The four themes of the plan are:
- **Science**
- **Education**
- **Practice Support**
- **Technology**

The goals for each of the themes are:
- **Science:**
  - Increase funding to support research grants
  - Enhance the Foundation’s presence on the AAPB website in support of their fundraising efforts
  - Improve publicity for scientific outcomes
  - Improve the marketing of AAPB scientific publications
  - Work closely with vendors in support of research objectives

- **Education:**
  - Create a speaker’s bureau as a means of reaching out to outside professional groups and the public
  - Reach out to international health care and psychophysiology communities

- **Practice Support:**
  - Continue to and enhance support for BCIA certification
  - Explore non-traditional, low cost educational options such as webinars, regional programming, and the use of technology for the delivery of education
  - Explore the possibility of creating protocols for treatment of disorders

- **Technology:**
  - Continue to improve the AAPB website including navigation and content
  - Improve the use of social networks as a means of member networking and online marketing and enhancing public awareness of bio and neurofeedback
  - Continue to incorporate new technologies such as gaming into our educational content
  - Explore ways to disseminate information about the availability and use of bio and neurofeedback devices.

While this list provides the primary focus of AAPB’s plan, the numerous strategic initiatives that were also developed are designed to move the organization forward in a way that meets these themes and goals. As we look to AAPB’s future, we will be reaching out to our members to volunteer for service on task forces and committees assigned to address these goals.

While the economy has had its effect, the future offers exciting times. New opportunities are on the horizon that can be capitalized on to the benefit of our members. The plan that we have developed is one that will lead us into the future with a focus on our members and their core values.

David L. Stumph, IOM, CAE
Q or not to Q? As expected there was some discussion on various listservs on the topic. I have not seen any responses submitted to the editor but look forward to the full array of comments by our members. The question first called for further discussion on definitions. On one listserv I saw a more precise definition clarified that I’ll paraphrase and quote here, there are a very large number of providers who utilize 19 channel recordings and software for analysis of such, but even 2 and 4 channel evaluations are “also QEEG, i.e., non-QEEG is defined as “Eye Ball” visual examination of the EEG traces and no use of a computer to compute spectra or any analysis. Even [neurofeedback] is QEEG” (Robert Thatcher, personal communication, February 10, 2011). I know of a very limited number of circumstances that would prevent a provider from doing a most basic QEEG evaluation even if only examining one electrode site prior to conducting a session. However, even in these limited circumstances, once the neurofeedback session is being conducted, the premise of quantifying the EEG and determining parameters for feedback are performing QEEG and most providers are examining the spectral output during sessions to help guide thresholds, future intervention and learning response curves. So the question that actually remains and was asked by many people on various media – when do we not “Q”?

I wish you all a productive and prosperous spring. I hope you take the time to visit the ISNR website to read about the 2011 conference and submit to our open call for papers.

Best regards,

Leslie Sherlin, PhD

AAA NFB Div President
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year, is a paper on practice standards in our field. In the current issue of our flagship Journal of Neurotherapy, enclosed in this mailing, is the ISNR Position Paper “Standards of Practice for Neurofeedback and Neurotherapy” authored by Hammond, D. C., Bodenhamer-Davis, G., Gluck, G., Stokes, D., Hunt Harper, S., Trueau, D., MacDonald, M., Lunt, J., & Kirk, L. This paper is an excellent step in our field rising to the task of providing basic provisions for the professional utilization of neurofeedback and neurotherapy techniques. We see our field growing rapidly with an influx of new providers offering services in which this position paper will establish a minimum standard. It will further our goal of educating our own professionals. Congratulations and thank you to these authors and this committee for this contribution. Additionally in the executive director’s letter of this issue you will see other efforts from the board and committee members on the topic of Parity for Reimbursement.

In our efforts to educate our colleagues we have representatives on the recently formed Collaborative Neurofeedback Project. The project is underway with a large contingency of members from across the ADHD spectrum of researchers and clinicians. This group meets regularly and is planning a efficacy/effectiveness study to be started this year. Here is the perfect illustration of how ISNR members who have sufficient expertise in neurofeedback methods are participating to help researchers in the ADHD clinical and research fields make the best methodological considerations to objectively and accurately measure and interpret outcomes.

On point of educating the public as well as providing a service to our members the PR committee and Web site subcommittee are continuing to develop content and strategize about implementation. The organization is now requesting and seeking proposals from Web design and implementation companies/individuals to take our Web presence to the next level. If you are currently satisfied with your Web designer or have recommendations please send those names to the ISNR office at office@isnr.org so that an official RFP can be sent. We expect this project to be a lengthy one but hope to have the task initiated this year.

Finally to address one of the themes of this issue, Cynthia posed a question “To Q or not to Q?” As expected there was some
I would like to begin by thanking Roger Riss for inviting us to present two companion features on the topic of clinical decision making and protocol selection in this NeuroConnections issue and also for his kind words about The Brownback Mason and Associates Neurofeedback System (BMANS) stating that “an issue on this topic really would not be complete without attention to the important work you folks have contributed in this area.”

The BMANS System, in its broadest sense, is comprised of four major therapies and their systematic integration. One: psychodynamic psychotherapy for the individual (which is typically done within the neurotherapy session and is often done in response to the insights which neurotherapy training brings to the client’s awareness), marriage therapy, family therapy and/or parenting: if the individual, marriage or family system is dysfunctional, this will often make neurotherapeutic training success impossible, or at least will significantly impede it.

Two: cognitive behavioral psychotherapy: it is our position that healthy brain chemistry plays a powerful role in neurotherapy success. Many years ago, in order to impact the biochemistry of the brain, we created the BMANS Bio-Psycho-Socio-Theological Cognitive Behavioral Framework or The Basics for short.

Three: heart rate variability (HRV) training: we believe that neurotherapy is one of the most powerful tools for healthy specific reregulation of the brain, and that HRV training is one of the most powerful tools for healthy systemic reregulation of the entire body, which in turn supports brain function. The most frequent guidance that I give to clients during neurotherapy training is to focus on slow, deep diaphragmatic breathing. This type of breathing is the foundation for success in HRV training and significantly supports success in neurotherapy training.

Four: neurotherapy training: the BMANS System, in a more narrow sense, is comprised of eight manuals or steps which fit under the heading of neurotherapy training. These eight steps have been fleshed out in the BMANS Manual Series, which is the foundation of our neurotherapy training and our four-day BMANS workshops. Clinical decision-making and protocol selection is the beginning of this foundation and is covered in the content of the first four manuals.

Over the last thirty years we have been on a journey to achieve the highest clinical success rate possible. Our goal has been to analyze the information which we continue to gain from both our successes and failures, extract the knowledge from this information in order to do neurotherapy at a higher level and continue to use this knowledge to build an ever more powerful neurotherapy system. Like most clinicians, our journey began with listening to what our clients said were their presenting problems and then we utilized recognized training protocols to treat those neuropa-thologies. While that approach certainly worked with a number of clients, we did encounter two significant barriers to achieving our goal of the highest level of success: one: what a client reported as the presenting problem was not always the primary neuropathology that needed to be treated for the client to experience success. John Jones came to our office and said that his son, Johnny, had Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD). We used a standard ADD protocol for training. (The term, “standard protocol” generally applies to the idea of training at a specific placement, using a totally or partially fixed frequency band, to always train up or always train down, using a particular metric such as microvoltage or coherence, always using the eyes open or always using the eyes closed training condition in order to ameliorate a particular neuropathy. For ex-
ample a typical protocol that has been used for anxiety reduction is to train at PZ, using an (8 to 12) Hz bandwidth, to increase the microvoltage with eyes closed.) After three or four training sessions it began to emerge that Johnny was also depressed and anxious, and that these problems were both larger issues of concern in Johnny’s life than the ADD. So not only were these two additional neuropathologies causing Johnny more emotional distress than the ADD, they were exacerbating his difficulty with focusing. From this experience and many others like it, we realized that we needed a method for having all clients and their significant others evaluate a broad range of neuropathologies at the beginning of the neurotherapy process. This led to the creation of our comprehensive neurodiagnostic checklist, which will be discussed more fully later.

The second significant barrier to achieving our goal was the experience that we had with Alice Adams. With Alice, we had a correct match between what she said was the problem (ADD) and the actual neuropathology. However, the protocol that was currently the standard in the field did not work for her. We used the standard protocol of training, which was the microvoltage of theta down and beta up with eyes open at Fz, but Alice not only did not get better, she got worse. We were left questioning: was it the placement? the frequency band the direction of training (up or down) etc.? After years of struggling and searching we realized that many of our questions could be answered and that our failures with Alice and other clients could have been prevented by using a QEEG.

However, as I began my quest to understand the role that the QEEG could play in successful neurofeedback training, I came to realize that to obtain the highest level of training success, it was crucially important to have a full grasp of three primary areas of knowledge: one, the neuroanatomy and neurophysiology (or the jobs and functions of the brain) at each of the International 10 20 System placements, or constellation of placements; two, how information moves through the brain from placement to placement; three, the definitions of the characteristics which are associated with each brain wave frequency (theta, alpha, etc.). This information became the content of our Manual One or step one of the BMANS System.

Building on this knowledge of neurophysiology or healthy brain function, at each International 10 20 System placement or constellation of placements, we have the foundation for the next level of the BMANS System, which is neuropathology. For clinical decision-making and protocol selection, it is critically important to understand the underlying rationale for this link between healthy neurophysiology and neuropathology; i.e., between healthy brain function and brain dysfunction. To support healthy brain function at any given 10 20 system placement, that placement must have a normal amount of microvoltage at each frequency and a normal amount of connection to all other placements—determined by a normal amount of coherence and phase
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at each frequency. When the microvoltages at any frequency and/or the connections at any frequency for each 10 20 system placement are not normal, this often leads to neuropathology.

For example, to understand which 10 20 system placements are most likely implicated in ADD, Inattentive Type, one must understand which areas in the brain and their correlate 10 20 placements are associated with the ability to attend or focus. The neurophysiology of the prefrontal cortex (FP1, FP2 and surrounding placements F7, Fz, F8) has as one of its functions the ability to sustain focused attention. Therefore, when one of the presenting problems of a client is the inability to attend, our model would direct the clinician to look at the prefrontal cortex and the surrounding area for abnormal QEEG metrics.

Another example is to understand which placements are most likely implicated in a reading problem. First, one must understand which 10 20 system placements are associated with the areas of the brain that are implicated in the ability to process visual receptive language. In this case, it would be the left hemisphere (FP1, F3, F7, C3, T3, P3, T5, and 01) that has as one of its functions the ability to work with language. The posterior regions of the brain (the parietal, temporal and occipital lobes) have as one of their functions data processing from the external world. For example, the occipital lobe (01, 02) processes visual information. Therefore, if the client is struggling with reading, the BMANS model would direct the clinician to look at the left posterior cortex (especially focusing on 01, 02, PZ, P3, T5) for abnormal QEEG metrics. This perspective, which concerns how to determine the best scalp placement(s) for each neuropathology from an abnormal microvoltage, peak frequency, asymmetry and coherence metric point of view, is the content of the BMANS Manual Two or step two of our system. (At this point in time there are 42 neuropathologies in BMANS Manual Two.

Remember Johnny? Well, we went on to discover that to achieve the highest level of training success we needed to pair
the QEEG with a comprehensive reporting of symptomology that systematically evaluates other reasons for a presenting problem, evaluates confounding influences on the problem and gives information that guides in the interpretation of the QEEG. Over time we developed The Comprehensive Neurodiagnostic Checklist (CNC-1020), which utilizes 300 items drawn primarily from The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (AMA 1994) to flesh out the 42 neuropathologies from the BMANS step 2. These 300 items have been transformed into a very specific format that allows us to determine, from the subjective point of view of our client (if he or she is old enough) and up to three other raters, to what degree our client has any of the aforementioned 42 neuropathologies.

The CNC-1020 not only provides a means of understanding to what degree our client has any of these neuropathologies, but it also directs the neurotherapist to the most likely International 10 20 System placement or constellation of placements for training, as the results are displayed across four International 10 20 System heads. The first head looks primarily at frontal cortical neuropathologies; the second looks primarily at posterior cortical neuropathologies; the third, at deeper structures, including the cingulate, hippocampus and amygdala from the limbic system; and the fourth is used to consider frequency abnormalities more than particular placement abnormalities.

In our pursuit of the highest success rate, what we encountered was that approximately 20% of our clients had a tendency to under-report neuropathy on the CNC-1020. We have utilized two methods for dealing with this problem. One, we use the Marlowe Crown Social Desirability Scale. (Many of the items on the Marlowe Crown are shared with the Lie scale on the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory--MMPI.) This test helps us know the likelihood of under-reporting the severity of symptomology on the CNC-1020. Two, we have incorporated a number of psychoeducational tests to provide a more objective method of rating approximately 30 of our 42 neuropathologies. The results of this battery of tests are displayed across the same four 10 20 System heads which are used for CNC-1020.

In Step four of the BMANS System the results of the CNC-1020 and the psychoeducational testing, as displayed on the 10 20 System heads, serve as an overlay for interpreting the QEEG. We choose the six highest-rated neuropathologies on the CNC-1020 that are confirmed by elevations of those same neuropathologies on the psychoeducational testing heads. Focusing on the 10 20 System placements associated with these six neuropathologies, we then analyze the QEEG (we use several referenced databases, as well as non-database displays) looking for abnormalities in the microvolt-spectrum. He and others have referred to the theta (4-8) subtype, the alpha (8-12) subtype and even the beta (12-25) subtype. For the most powerful training effect, I have come to recognize that it is not truly about specific bandwidths based on subtypes. The bandwidth determined by abnormal z-scores of 1.5 standard deviations or more can be across any frequency band, for example, 6-11, 10-15, or even very broad bands, such as 3-13 or 10-30. Therefore, we create training bands for individual protocols to be precisely whatever bandwidth involves greater than +/- 1.5 SD z-scores at that placement.

Continued on page 13
Biofeedback workshops for professionals... by professionals

Earn the most didactic hours for BCIA certification while learning from highly experienced instructors and receive hands-on training using the two most popular biofeedback systems, NeXus and Infiniti®. Advance your career with the finest and most established workshops from Stens, now in our 35th year and leading the biofeedback/eeg field with cutting-edge NeXus wireless bluetooth technology.

5-Day Professional Biofeedback Certificate Program 2011
SF/Bay Area, CA April 23-27
Newark, NJ/NY May 14-18
Anaheim, CA June 18-22
Chicago, IL July 16-20
SF/Bay Area, CA Aug. 6-10

4-Day EEG Neurofeedback Certificate Program 2011
SF/Bay Area, CA Apr. 28-May 1
Newark, NJ/NY May 19-22
Anaheim, CA June 25-28
Chicago, IL July 21-24
Scottsdale, AZ Sept. 11-14

Stens Corporation
The leading supplier of biofeedback equipment and training

Call us at 800-257-8367 or register online at www.stens-biofeedback.com

CEs for APA, CNA, BBS. Stens Corp is approved by the APA to offer CE for psychologists and maintains responsibility for the program

Infiniti is a registered trademark of Thought Technology, Ltd.
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To my even greater surprise concerning frequency, I have come to understand that it is not always about training microvoltages down, but often the abnormal z-scores, even of slow waves, need to be trained up. (To my embarrassment, it wasn’t until approximately five years ago that I stopped ignoring my own battle cry of “Let the Q guide the training!” and began training to increase delta when delta had abnormally low z-scores.)

I spent much of my earlier years only training microvoltages up or down. However, analysis of the QEEG may reveal that the location of the neuropathology may also have, or only have, deviant z-score(s) in one or more of the coherence bands. In those situations creating coherence protocols will replace those designed for magnitude training.

In our pursuit of the highest success rate, what we encountered was that approximately 20% of our clients had a tendency to under-report neuropathology on the CNC-1020.

Up to this point all of our discussion concerning training to normalcy has utilized the z-scores generated by the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) from the brain map. However, with the advent of Live Z-Score Training (LZT) (BrainMaster, Ohio, USA) the z-scores generated by the Joint Time Frequency Analysis (JTFA) (Collura, 2009) provide us with an additional z-score metric. Manual Five of the BMANS System utilizes three Z-Score designations: one: Z-Score Not Applicable (ZSNA) for clinicians who do not have Live Z-Scores Training. Two: Z-Score Passive Training (ZSPT) is for protocols in which the audio and visual feedback is driven by training the microvoltage or coherence to increase or decrease with the Live Z-scores running in the background. Three: Z-Score Active Training (ZSAT) is for protocols in which the Live Z-Scores provide the audio and visual feedback. If the QEEG shows significant deviant z-scores for magnitude or coherence at a placement(s) related to the primary presenting problem, then the client’s initial training protocol will be magnitude or coherence training with ZSPT. I have found that most clients quickly relate to this clear and direct connection to their presenting problem, thereby increasing the likelihood to experience initial success. Once they have an understanding of the interplay between the audio and visual feedback and their subjective experience, I will move to ZSAT protocols, especially in situations in which the neuropathology is revealed on the QEEG to involve 4 placements with deviant z-scores. (There is much to say about Live Z-Score Training, but this is beyond the scope of our present topic.)

The BMANS System for neurotherapy training is comprised of two major parts. Part one, as stated earlier, includes steps one to four and focuses on clinical decision-making and protocol selection. Part two, includes steps five to eight and focuses on training and tracking the progress of training. The intersection of these two major parts takes place in our form 254.

Each PSP file or training file contains 10 neurotherapy training components. To organize the files, the client’s three initials (component one), the client’s age (component two) and whether or not Z-Score training will be used and whether that Z-Score training will be passive or active (component 10) are used. The remaining seven components come from the analysis that was accomplished in step four. The CNC-1020 and the psychoeducational testing determine which neuropathology will be trained (component three), and they also guide the decision-making for the analysis of the QEEG as to which placement(s) will be trained (component five).

Continued on page 15
FOR MORE THAN A DECADE, BrainMaster™ has been creating the products you want and need to help your clients and to improve your practice. ATLANTIS™ II 2X2; ATLANTIS™ I (4X4), offer built in impedance checking and photic, vibro-tactile, auditory biofeedback channels. DISCOVERY 24™ (QEEG and up to 19 channel Neurofeedback capability) offers 24 bit technology, DC slow cortical potentials, and optional general biofeedback add-on modalities; optional DVD movie brain-training and, remote web-supervised (home or cubicle) training capability; and built-in protocol designs as well as custom protocol capability. The MiniQ™II system acquisition switch box provides automatic control of sensor site selection and Session Wizard™ software support for session control and data collection.

NOW BRAINMASTER INTRODUCES LIVE Z SCORE PZOK™ training for up to 19 channels for Discovery 24™ as well as the NEW Z PLUS™ upgrade 4 to 19 channel LZT (PZOK)™ — offering two new metrics known as PZ Motive™ and PZ Mean™; including Z Bars™ and Real Time Topographic Maps.

INVEST IN ONE OF OUR USB EEG STATIONS. Atlantis and Discovery are powerful, easy to-use systems for beginners to advanced EEG or biofeedback practitioners. Start with classic amplitude training, move up to database guided monitoring and Live Z Score (PZOK)™ training, then customize with LZT-monitored amplitude or ILF training for additional brain state information. With the optional LIVE Z SCORE DLL (PZOK)™ and ANI NeuroGuide™ learn to analyze and better understand the brain changes your clients report with QEEG comparative validation of brain physiology. Finally, your clients’ symptom changes can be supported by scientific fact.

TO BECOME AN EXPERT, LEARN FROM THE EXPERTS

COMPREHENSIVE TRAINING can only come from a comprehensive faculty. Our faculty members are clinicians with active practices, authors of core textbooks and cutting edge studies, and neuroscientists with decades of practical experience and knowledge. We provide three levels of neurofeedback classical amplitude training, data base guided Live Z-Score (PZOK), and QEEG Interpretation and LZT training workshops.

Most workshops offer APA and BCIA CE hours.

Coming: Web-based workshops!

To become an expert, learn from the experts

BrainMaster. The educated choice.

stress therapy SOLUTIONS

3401 Enterprise Parkway Suite 340
Beachwood, OH 44122
800-447-8052 or 216-766-5707
stincpantek.com
www.stresstherapysolutions.com

Field testing through December, 2012. All biofeedback systems add on to or are the order of a licensed practitioner for education purposes. 20% introductory for mobile 30 days. No refunds or return after 30 days. No refunds or returns on software, items of hygiene nature, or passkeys. All pricing subject to change without notice.

ONLY BRAINMASTER ALLOWS YOU TO

1. Add on data bases such as NeuroGuide, NewMind Expert, DCN 128, SKLL, WinEEG, Persyst.

2. Add on games and software such as BrainVirtor™, InnerTube, Particle Editor, CIS games, BioPlay, Bed explorer, Biofra.

3. Atlantis and Discovery owners may also contact: CNS RESPONSE, SKLL, LENS, NeuroField, BrainPaint, SmartMind, Swingle’s QuickQ Diagnostic Assessment and BrainDRYVR for alternative add-on feedback choices.
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Once the analysis of the QEEG confirms those placement(s), then further analysis of the QEEG provides input concerning whether the training will be done eyes open or eyes closed (component four), whether the training will be done to normalize abnormal microvoltages or coherences or all metrics at once (as with BrainMaster’s percent ZOK training) (component six), what the Modified Band(s) will be (component seven), what the bandwidth of the Modified Band(s) will be (component eight), and whether the training will be to increase or decrease the training metric (component nine).

Once these 10 components are determined, this provides us with the information that is necessary to choose the most appropriate (PSP) file from the BMANS Manual Five and in turn how to modify that file (Figure 12).

Within the BMANS System our clinical decision-making, which guides our protocol selection or more accurately our “PSP training file selection” is made utilizing the above procedures. We believe that these procedures provide for the utmost in client specificity based on highly customized and fully individualized training methodologies. We believe that this in turn has made it possible for us to enjoy a very high degree of clinical success.
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Clinical Decision Making and Protocol Selection in Neurofeedback

Siegfried Othmer, PhD and Susan F. Othmer, BA

Bringing neurofeedback into a mental health practice means acquiring a working model by means of which all the clinical phenomenology can be reframed in a psychophysiological perspective. Clinical decision-making then emerges largely out of that framework. As the training proceeds, clinical observations are interpreted in terms of that framework and lead to fine-tuning of the clinical strategy. There are two feedback loops here. One involves the client and the feedback signal. The other involves the client and the clinician. The importance of the latter has increased over time as the techniques have strengthened in their impact. Within-session changes in physiological state have to be attended to promptly to steer the training in a propitious direction. This responsiveness, which is observed fairly typically, means that the burden of clinical decision-making has shifted from being a rather frightened decision at the outset to a continual, iterative process that is itself feedback-guided toward the desired objectives. This places the principal burden of competent guidance upon the clinician--more so perhaps than with any other approach.

One proceeds from the basic orientation that the brain must satisfy all of the criteria of a feedback control system. We think in terms of hierarchies here. Firstly, the CNS must assure its own unconditional stability. Allied with this concern is the ability to contain behavioral disinhibition. Second, it must manage set-points of activation of different functional domains. Thirdly, it must arrange for the smooth integration of these functional domains to meet the challenges of life. Clinical targeting then follows this same hierarchy. Promoting brain stability is the first objective. Training for better management of states of activation is the second. Functional integration to manage localized deficits is the third.

Our regulatory networks are also seen as hierarchically organized, with the brainstem as the head of the hierarchy in terms of the organization of timing in the orchestration of cerebral processes. Hence the first objective in terms of state regulation is the domain of arousal regulation and of the sleep/wake cycle. We no longer try to characterize people in terms of high and low-arousal tendencies. That is no longer relevant to clinical decision-making. But understanding how people function in the arousal domain yields predictors about how they will react to the training. If these expectations are not met, then one either adjusts one’s approach or one’s understanding of the client.

Arousal regulation is primary in our considerations for a number of reasons, but a key factor is that it is a good observable for us. We can see readily how people react in the arousal domain. This is key because if we are able to move the person to a well-regulated state in the moment, then we can be sure that this will also yield the desired outcome over the longer term. The two are highly correlated. It even holds true that when we optimize reinforcement parameters for arousal regulation we are at the same time optimizing conditions for other regulatory functions that are not so readily observable. Further, if we have any other cues regarding the person’s self-regulatory status, these also serve as indices for guiding the training appropriately. We take advantage of a kind of unitary quality to self-regulatory competence with respect to core regulatory functions.

The second priority is affect regulation, because of the intimate relationship between the limbic system and the brainstem. This also ties us in preferentially to right hemisphere function, so already at this point laterality issues are paramount. Failures associated with the right hemisphere are potentially the most catastrophic for people, and hence demand our early attentions. The right hemisphere is also the earliest to develop, so our training hierarchy aligns with that of early childhood developmental stages.

Addressing left hemisphere function is only the third priority, and that also brings in the left pre-frontal region. This ordering of priorities is somewhat ironic, given that most of us got started in this field with a focus on ADHD. Further, responsibility for a lot of self-regulatory deficits has been assigned to the frontal lobe. But matters are not as they seem. It has been clear to us for a good many years that emotional disregulation lies at the core of much that is labeled ADHD. The high overlap of ADHD with oppositionality and Conduct Disorder attests to this. It is the emotions that govern our attentions, and hence deserve priority in our hierarchy.

As the above is beginning to make clear, we organize our thinking in terms of principal regulatory axes: the top-down axis (with the brainstem at the top!), the left-right division, and the front-back axis. Each of these constrains the framework in specific ways. Within these divisions, we place the priority on training bottom-up control versus top-down, and we attend to the trophotropic division before we attend to the ergotropic. This is in line with the new findings regarding our resting state networks, namely that the organization of our resting states is a good predictor of our functional competences.

This is also in line with our biofeedback heritage, in which it was recognized early on that the quality of autonomic nervous system regulation was the key to good function more generally. In the early days of neurofeedback it was certainly the view that EEG training would simply complement peripheral biofeedback where the latter did not offer good access---executive function, specific cognitive function, working memory, visual and auditory processing, etc. Now it turns out that EEG feedback may be an elegant and highly efficient means of achieving autonomic nervous system regulation as well, in which case it needs to be placed early in the hierarchy of clinical concerns.

Historically, our migration from the standard SMR-beta training that we taught for many years to what is now predominantly training in the infra-low region of EEG frequencies took over ten years, over which time our clinical competences were enhanced particularly with regard to emotional regulation, autonomic regulation, and interoception. Along the way, clinical prior-
The Protocol Guide (Ref). cases T3-T4 remains the starting protocol parietal with left frontal training. In such as more ordinary disorders of disregulation sues are prominent, then matters are treated neither instabilities nor developmental is starting protocol in these cases is T4-P4. If the right hemisphere as a first priority. The in the event that instability is the primary contributor to cerebral instability, so even paramount consideration. It can itself be a traceable to early childhood development. In these cases the high arousal to which these be trumped in the case of developmental instabilities needed to be re-ordered. Our approach has by now diverged sufficiently from prior practice, as well as from common practice within the field, that it is called the Othmer Method. The distinctive features are that it utilizes bipolar montages in the principal constituents of the training program, and that reward frequencies are individualized. A total of five bipolar montages constitute the complete set from which a starting protocol is constructed.

The set of five protocols allow us to challenge the regulatory role of each quadrant of cortical real estate, with the fifth protocol devoted to inter-hemispheric training to promote cerebral stability. Our anchor sites are T3 and T4. These sites monitor the multi-modal association area of the anterior temporal lobe, and interact with the limbic system and nearby insula. The T3-T4 placement is used standardly in application to instabilities across the board, including vertigo, panic, asthma, migraine, seizures, and bipolar excursions. The other standard placements are T4-P4, used for physical calming; T4-Fp2, used for calming emotional reactivity and rage; T3-Fp1, used for mental calming and improved executive control; and finally T3-P3 for awareness of detail and related sensory processing issues. The latter category rarely rises to the level of a priority, so as a practical matter five starting protocols reduce to four.

In practice, the clinical hierarchy is implemented as follows. The primary target, as already stated above, is cerebral stability. Given the high prevalence of instabilities in our clinical population, T3-T4 is the dominant starting protocol. This general rule may be trumped in the case of developmental delay, early trauma, or other severe disorder traceable to early childhood development. In these cases the high arousal to which these nervous systems are driven becomes the paramount consideration. It can itself be a contributor to cerebral instability, so even in the event that instability is the primary concern (as in autism with seizure risk), the best approach may nevertheless be to calm the right hemisphere as a first priority. The starting protocol in these cases is T4-P4. If neither instabilities nor developmental issues are prominent, then matters are treated as more ordinary disorders of disregulation with a starting protocol that combines right parietal with left frontal training. In such cases T3-T4 remains the starting protocol as the best means for finding the optimum training parameters. The details are given in The Protocol Guide (Ref).

In terms of reinforcement frequency we have found our way over the years to the infra-low regions of EEG frequencies (i.e., < 0.1 Hz). Here we are simply tracking the slow cortical potential (SCP) in its temporal migration. This cannot be represented well with a narrow spectral filter. But at such low frequencies one cannot have both a narrow-band filter and real-time information. So we are actually seeing this signal within a broad signal bandwidth, and it does not appear at all sinusoidal. On the other hand, we have found clients to be highly sensitive to the particulars of the passband, and in this respect the training does resemble traditional frequency-based training. The adjustment of the band edge is the means by which the clinician optimizes the response for each individual during each session.

Unfortunately this technical approach violates all of the rules we have come to associate with traditional neurofeedback. First of all there is no event here that could be rewarded in the traditional mode. There is not even a goal that could be defined, so there is no threshold. There is no better and there is no worse. We are looking at a differential signal with broadly cyclical properties, after all, and a rising signal cannot be considered more virtuous than a falling one. (If we had exchanged electrode placements we would have the reverse polarity.)

The process is therefore one in which the brain is challenged toward a better self-regulatory status without our being able to steer or direct the process in any way at the level of the EEG. We simply provide the brain with information on its own slow cortical potential, and it reacts to that information. No instructions need to be given. We have to conclude that the challenge is built into the process. The brain recognizes that it is the author of the signal on the screen, and it naturally assumes responsibility for that signal. An error function inevitably prevails between the signal on the screen and the interpretation the brain gives to that signal in terms of its own ongoing activity. The minimization of that error function ongoingly constitutes the relevant challenge to the brain.

Now this view of physiological feedback may be strange to us in the neurofeedback community, but in fact peripheral biofeedback has been living with this reality since the beginning. We would describe Heart Rate Variability training in the same way, with the additional factor that in the latter case the instruction may be given, for what it is worth, to increase the excitations in heart rate. A similar bias is implicit in many of our feedback games, in that larger signals are still favored as a carryover from the earlier days of SMR-beta training. Subject to that bias, our clients would be motivated to enhance the signal amplitude, which translates into greater excursions of the underlying variable, the SCP. So it could be said that we are promoting increased dynamics in the SCP. But there are other feedback modes which harbor no such bias, and we have clients who cannot follow instructions. We must conclude that the challenge is imbedded in the process itself, and is not imposed by the particulars of our mechanization.

We have developed a training method that combines some of the characteristics of traditional frequency-based training with features of traditional SCP-type training and of conventional biofeedback. The combination appears to be an improvement on each of its antecedents, for purposes of state regulation, with respect to breadth of clinical footprint, accessibility by various target populations, scope for skillful guidance by the clinician, rapidity of clinical response, and engagement of the client in the process.
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QEEG: Liability and Consumer Protection

D. Corydon Hammond, PhD, ECNIS, QEEGD

Abstract

While the use of QEEG assessment is not always required to produce clinical improvement, it nonetheless facilitates the individualization of treatment. There is documented and increasing evidence that inappropriately conducted neurofeedback may produce iatrogenic effects. Therefore, pre-treatment evaluation utilizing a QEEG which is analyzed by a clinician who is certified in EEG and QEEG appears to provide protection not only for patients, but also liability protection for practitioners through demonstrating that they are basing treatment on a scientifically objective and thorough assessment rather than guesswork.

It has been pointed out previously (Hammond, Walker, Hoffman, Lubar, Trudeau, Gurnee, & Horvat, 2004) that there are numerous published papers illustrating various frequencies, of which often focused on pre-treatment assessment has consisted of monopolar or sequential data that has been identified have involved treatment that was not preceded by a QEEG, and which often focused on significantly reinforcing various frequencies, often in search of a magical “sweet spot.”

Since the publication of that paper, the author has been contacted by a considerable number of consumers of neurofeedback services who have reported further experiences of iatrogenic effects, some of which have endured for a year and a half or more following neurofeedback treatment. In this regard, the author is aware of at least two lawsuits that are in process. The largest proportion of the iatrogenic effects that have been identified have involved treatment that was not preceded by a QEEG, and which often focused on significantly reinforcing various frequencies, often in search of a magical “sweet spot.”

Thus it is this author’s conclusion that more thorough pre-treatment assessments seem to provide protection for clients through facilitating individualization of treatment (Hammond, 2010). Additionally, more thorough pre-treatment assessment, which includes a QEEG, will undoubtedly prove valuable in liability protection for clinicians, allowing documentation that treatment was being guided by scientifically objective evidence and not simply being done by seat-of-the-pants guesswork. When QEEG assessments are conducted, however, it is imperative that the person analyzing the data be someone with documented qualifications for doing so, for as the old statistics class saying goes, “garbage in, garbage out.” If practitioners have to defend themselves in malpractice actions, simply trying to say that they had gone through a two day workshop on QEEG and were relying on far from perfect automatic artifacting features would undoubtedly prove inadequate.
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Dear NeuroConnections readers,

You may notice that in this issue of the newsletter, Thought Technology is not advertising in our regularly-held centerfold position. We are disheartened to think that this may reflect on our investment in the ISNR and AAPB communities or our commitment to serving and supporting the field of which we have been a part for over 35 years. The choice of advertising location was not our own, but rather it was due to a decision to grant the slot to another advertiser. In exchange for this, the NeuroConnections editors have graciously offered us this brief note to you the readers as well as an extended advertising layout and an article in each of the 2011 issues of the newsletter. You will find our current ad on the inside back cover; we hope that you appreciate what we have presented.

In 2012, we intend to be back in the centerfold position, advertising as always that we are dedicated to serving you and your clinical needs for many more years to come.

Thank you for your attention and understanding. Enjoy the newsletter.

Sincerely,

Dr. Hal Myers, President, Thought Technology

Over Training and Neurofeedback Treatment Planning

Tom Matthews, PhD

A novel model of neurofeedback treatment failure is offered in the context of strategies to plan and monitor treatment.

Treatment Failure and Neurofeedback over Training: a Fatigue Model

You have seen it. You do a careful assessment, select a neurofeedback protocol based on your findings in combination with client needs, the first few sessions look good, but then you see mystifying side effects. The client is frightened and the clinician is not just disappointed but also may feel a strong doubt about his or her own capability. What happened? Inadequately managed, this can mean treatment failure, but managed well it can create a bond of trust and help patients respect the power of neurofeedback.

I run a practice specialized in medically, legally and psychologically complex cases. Due to the nature of my practice, many of my patients’ cases may eventually be litigated in a courtroom setting. Therefore careful attention to management of risk, and development of an explicit, well-documented clinical decision-making process, is of course particularly important. Learning to effectively respond to these concerns has been an evolutionary process, in which my patients have often served as my best teachers.

Among lessons my patients have taught me, perhaps one of the most critical has been that, at least for some treatment-sensitive individuals, there can be “too much of a good thing.” The first over-training case that I had was an exceptionally bright, willow-thin woman who entered treatment in mental and emotional shambles after extensive self-training with EEG equipment purchased online. In retrospect I would say she had already over-trained, using every protocol I knew at that time, so we used very brief training periods per session and treatment was eventually successful. Fortunately by the time the most harrowing case came along I felt confident to not over-train patients. After over 20 hospital admissions and failed trials of basically every psychotropic medication, a male client arrived to my practice for neurofeedback treatment. The qEEG I acquired correlated well with his history of repeated TBI and cluster of cognitive/emotional/behavioral issues. Early frontal training to reduce impulsivity and labile mood was successful, so we increased the number of neurofeedback sessions.

Just hours after a session he called. This client had a history of self-slashing. He was alone, agitated and frightened because it appeared the new treatment – which had been demonstrating the first great hope of recovery – was now mysteriously followed by agitation. I had a lonely moment myself. Good standard-practice crisis management was required, but somehow I managed a calm explanation of what was happening and what we would do about it. This was vital, and we averted any of the several possible bad outcomes. We switched to supportive counseling. After distress declined we switched training to strengthen a compensating site, then later we successfully resumed the frontal training. This was an intelligent and highly motivated patient with good reality contact who fully understood and participated in treatment planning. In cases of serious disability it is very important to have a close social support system or a multi-discipline treatment team in place and participating in the treatment process.

Now consider what I think of as a parallel example. Suppose you lift weights at the gym and overwork an arm muscle. The produced lactic acid accumulates and irritates the muscle tissue, contributing to temporarily reduced agility and possibly a global malaise – for days you can’t even lift a towel! The problem is fatigue - the overworked muscle exceeded its ability to perfuse and thus sustain activity.

Neurofeedback fatigue in the vulnerable patient:

Like muscle tissue, our brain tissue also depends on blood flow for nutrition, oxygen, and waste transfer. I propose that it has a similar fatigue pattern presenting as neurofeedback fatigue. And as described below, neurofeedback fatigue in a vulnerable patient can produce transitory adverse effects associated with neurofeedback overtraining.

My clinical observations indicate that certain patients are more likely to have adverse neurofeedback treatment response, and in my recent research, a fatigue model predicts those adverse effects. Simply put, certain patients are more vulnerable to neurofeedback over-training, and when that occurs they display transitory adverse treatment response that has global and lo-
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Ever since its foundation (Netherlands, 1992), MIND Media has been creating leading edge products for Psychophysiology, Neurosciences, Biobehavioral and Neurolinguistics. After the launch of the revolutionary NeXus-10 in 2000, NeXus quickly became recognized as the best Biobehavioral and Neurolinguistics technology in the world, setting new standards for others to follow. The products of Mind Media are now used worldwide and distributed through a network of resellers in over 50 countries.
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BETTER DESIGN: BETTER CONSTRUCTION

The new design of the NeXus-10 Mark II does not just impact the outside. Its cutting-edge electronics inside and its study mechanical design make it one of the most reliable Bio- and Neurofeedback platforms ever created for demanding users. The Mark II comes with an optional 1-year warranty on the encoders.

BETTER SIGNALS: ACTIVE NOISE CANCELLATION

Signal quality is key! Working with microvolt level physiological signals means that great care must be taken to ensure effective artifact reduction and rejection. NeXus uses proprietary carbon technology to its own advantage. It is in combination with unique noise cancellation technology. Instead of ‘hiding’ noise and artifacts with a classic filter, we simply measure the extreme noise extractions. It. Not unlike those smart headphones you see people using in noisy airplanes. Cleaner signals, less artifacts.

BETTER RESOLUTION: 24 BIT ULTRA HIGH PRECISION

In a digital world, resolution is everything. When you have a digital EEG system with no sensors at all, you can get away with less than 10 megapixels. A two megapixel camera should provide pretty, blurry images on your computer screen. In our opinion, more is more. A two megapixel camera makes no sense to get anything with less than two megapixel. The reason why the NeXus, metaphorically speaking, was a 20+ megapixel digital camera, about the ‘area quality’? Having lots of megapixels with a poor lens, won’t get you very far. This is why the NeXus engineers spent a lot of R&D on the sensors and carbon technology. It is also the reason why we use heavy duty, brushed metal connectors that lock in. Less worry about poor contact, bent pins or connectors breaking when someone inadvertently yanks a cable.

ULTRA WIDE BAND AMPLIFIERS: MORE COST EFFECTIVE

Because of its unique amplifier design and carbon technology, you can not get better signals, you have money. For the typical price of a single (1) channel active sensor, the NeXus EXG sensor cable gives you 2 channels of EEG, or DC-EEG, EMG, EOG, EKG, or a combination. When you take sensor price into account, you will be amazed about how cost effective NeXus is!

BETTER DIGITAL SENSORS: BETTER INTERFACING, MORE CHANNELS

There are digital times and Mind Media is proud to introduce the new series of NeXus digital sensors as an industry first. Digital sensors have a multi-channel design and extend your NeXus with 1 to 16 channels. With thousands of systems in the market and many leading universities and clinics using NeXus, it’s no surprise that we are compatible with NeXus-10. Take a look at our NeXus-32F system. Besides a wide range of digital POWER: LITHIUM POLYMETER TECHNOLOGY

Because only the best is good enough, Mind Media integrated a state of the art Lithium-Polymer battery pack into the Mark II, offering over 24 hours of operation in a single charge. A built-in supercapacitor buffers the power, while you switch battery packs for uninterrupted recording. Now isn’t that smart?

BETTER SOFTWARE: MORE FLEXIBILITY AND EASE OF USE

The BioTrace software offers unmatched versatility for clinicians and researchers on all levels. It is a complete 21 channel digital EEG system with QEEG export and real time neuromapping. If you are a clinician or a researcher, the digital sensor will have something in store for you.

BETTER CONNECTIVITY: WIRELESS DESIGN

We believe that having only a cable connection to your PC can really be limiting. That is why the Mark II, like its predecessors, comes with built-in Bluetooth. It is a fully embedded system that can work stand-alone and store sessions on SD flash memory for more than 24 hours. In addition we added a USB 2.0 wired link for those of you wanting higher sample rates.

The BioTrace software offers unmatched versatility for clinicians and researchers on all levels. It is a complete 21 channel digital EEG system with QEEG export and real time neuromapping. If you are a clinician or a researcher, the digital sensor will have something in store for you.
**BETTER DESIGN: BETTER CONSTRUCTION**

The new design of the NeXus-10 Mark II does not just impact the outside. Its cutting edge electronics inside and to study mechanical design make it one of the most reliable Bio- and Neurofeedback platforms ever created demanding users. The Mark II comes with an optional 3 year warranty on the encoder.

**BETTER SIGNALS: ACTIVE NOISE CANCELLATION**

Signal quality is key! Working with microvolt level physiological signals means that great care must be taken to ensure effective artifact reduction and rejection. NeXus uses proprietary carbon technology in its EXG sensor cables in combination with active noise cancellation technology. Instead of ‘hiding’ noise and artifacts with a classic filter, we simply measure the external noise and subtract it. Not unlike those smart headphones you see people using in noisy airplanes. Cleaner signals, less artifacts.

**BETTER SENSORS, BETTER CONNECTORS MORE RELIABILITY**

If the NeXus, metaphorically speaking, was a 20+ megapixel digital camera, what about the lens quality? Nothing is more important to the end user. The NeXus Mark II sensors use 24bit technology, resulting in ultra high resolution and a huge dynamic range. Two megapixel cameras would show half pixelated, blocky images on a computer screen in poor lens quality. In our opinion those similar AD resolutions are simply outdated. NeXus uses 24bit technology, resulting in ultra high resolution and a huge dynamic range.

**BETTER RESOLUTION: 24 BIT ULTRA HIGH PRECISION**

In a digital world, resolution is everything. When you buy a digital camera, does it really matter if it is 3.1 megapixels or 10 megapixels? In the world of microvolt level physiological signals, less is more. A two megapixel camera would show blocky images on a computer screen in poor lens quality. In our opinion those similar AD resolutions are simply outdated. NeXus uses 24bit technology, resulting in ultra high resolution and a huge dynamic range.

**BETTER SIGNALS: MORE STRONGER UPF/FORM**

Because of its unique amplifier design and carbon technology, you can only get better signals you can hope for. For the typical usage of a single (1) channel camera sensor, the NeXus EXG sensor cable gets you 2 channels of EEG, or DC-EEG, SEMG, EOG or a combination. When you take these price points into account, you will be amazed about how cost effective NeXus is!

**BETTER SIGNALS: MORE ULTRA WIDE BAND AMPLIFIERS: MORE COST EFFECTIVE**

Because of its unique amplifier design and carbon technology, you can only get better signals you can hope for. For the typical usage of a single (1) channel camera sensor, the NeXus EXG sensor cable gets you 2 channels of EEG, or DC-EEG, SEMG, EOG or a combination. When you take these price points into account, you will be amazed about how cost effective NeXus is!

**BETTER RESOLUTION: 24 BIT ULTRA HIGH PRECISION**

In a digital world, resolution is everything. When you buy a digital camera, does it really matter if it is 3.1 megapixels or 10 megapixels? In the world of microvolt level physiological signals, less is more. A two megapixel camera would show half pixelated, blocky images on a computer screen in poor lens quality. In our opinion those similar AD resolutions are simply outdated. NeXus uses 24bit technology, resulting in ultra high resolution and a huge dynamic range.

**BETTER SIGNALS: MORE ULTRA WIDE BAND AMPLIFIERS: MORE COST EFFECTIVE**

Because of its unique amplifier design and carbon technology, you can only get better signals you can hope for. For the typical usage of a single (1) channel camera sensor, the NeXus EXG sensor cable gets you 2 channels of EEG, or DC-EEG, SEMG, EOG or a combination. When you take these price points into account, you will be amazed about how cost effective NeXus is!

**BETTER DESIGN: BETTER CONSTRUCTION**

The new design of the NeXus-10 Mark II does not just impact the outside. Its cutting edge electronics inside and to study mechanical design make it one of the most reliable Bio- and Neurofeedback platforms ever created demanding users. The Mark II comes with an optional 3 year warranty on the encoder.

**BETTER SIGNALS: ACTIVE NOISE CANCELLATION**

Signal quality is key! Working with microvolt level physiological signals means that great care must be taken to ensure effective artifact reduction and rejection. NeXus uses proprietary carbon technology in its EXG sensor cables in combination with active noise cancellation technology. Instead of ‘hiding’ noise and artifacts with a classic filter, we simply measure the external noise and subtract it. Not unlike those smart headphones you see people using in noisy airplanes. Cleaner signals, less artifacts.

**BETTER SENSORS, BETTER CONNECTORS MORE RELIABILITY**

If the NeXus, metaphorically speaking, was a 20+ megapixel digital camera, what about the lens quality? Nothing is more important to the end user. The NeXus Mark II sensors use 24bit technology, resulting in ultra high resolution and a huge dynamic range. Two megapixel cameras would show half pixelated, blocky images on a computer screen in poor lens quality. In our opinion those similar AD resolutions are simply outdated. NeXus uses 24bit technology, resulting in ultra high resolution and a huge dynamic range.

**BETTER RESOLUTION: 24 BIT ULTRA HIGH PRECISION**

In a digital world, resolution is everything. When you buy a digital camera, does it really matter if it is 3.1 megapixels or 10 megapixels? In the world of microvolt level physiological signals, less is more. A two megapixel camera would show blocky images on a computer screen in poor lens quality. In our opinion those similar AD resolutions are simply outdated. NeXus uses 24bit technology, resulting in ultra high resolution and a huge dynamic range.

**BETTER SIGNALS: MORE ULTRA WIDE BAND AMPLIFIERS: MORE COST EFFECTIVE**

Because of its unique amplifier design and carbon technology, you can only get better signals you can hope for. For the typical usage of a single (1) channel camera sensor, the NeXus EXG sensor cable gets you 2 channels of EEG, or DC-EEG, SEMG, EOG or a combination. When you take these price points into account, you will be amazed about how cost effective NeXus is!

**BETTER RESOLUTION: 24 BIT ULTRA HIGH PRECISION**

In a digital world, resolution is everything. When you buy a digital camera, does it really matter if it is 3.1 megapixels or 10 megapixels? In the world of microvolt level physiological signals, less is more. A two megapixel camera would show blocky images on a computer screen in poor lens quality. In our opinion those similar AD resolutions are simply outdated. NeXus uses 24bit technology, resulting in ultra high resolution and a huge dynamic range.
**Better Design: Better Construction**

The new design of the NeXus-10 Mark II does not just impact the outside. Its cutting-edge electronics inside and its study mechanical design make it one of the most reliable Bio- and Neurofeedback platforms ever created for demanding users. The Mark II comes with a one-year warranty on the encoder.

**Better Signals: Active Noise Cancellation**

Signal quality is key! Working with microvolt level physiological signals means that great care must be taken to ensure effective artifact reduction and rejection. NeXus uses proprietary carbon technology in its products in combination with active noise cancellation technology. Instead of hiding noise and artifacts with a classic filter, we simply measure the external noise and subtract it. Not unlike those smart headphones you see people using in noisy airplanes. Cleaner signals, less artifacts.

We are proud to present the **Nexus-10 Mark II**

**Better Resolution: 24 Bit Ultra High Precision**

In a digital world, resolution is everything. When you buy a digital camera, no sensor exists that can get anything with less than 10 megapixels. A two megapixel camera would show blocky images even on your TV screen in no time flat, not to mention in your digital photo album. The same principle applies to physiological signals. In our opinion systems with less than 54 bit AD resolution are simply outdated. NeXus uses 24-bit technology, resulting in ultra high resolution and a huge dynamic range.

**Ultra Wide Band Amplifiers: More Cost Effective**

Because of its unique amplifier design and carbon technology, you cannot get better signals, you have to pay. The typical price of a single (1 channel) active sensor, the NeXus Compact sensor gets you 2 channels of EEG, or DC-EEG, EMG, EOG or a combination. When you take sensor price into account, you will be amazed.

**Digital Sensors: Better Interfacing, More Channels**

There are digital times and Mind Media is proud to introduce the new series of NeXus digital sensors as an industry first. Digital sensors have a multi-channel design and extend your NeXus with 3 to 16 channels of physiological using a single connector. They provide accurate data even during a precise event recording, P300, reaction time measurement, eye movement, multi-axis accelerations, and more. Whether you are a clinician or a researcher, the digital sensor will have something for you.

**Better Connectors: Better Reliability**

If the NeXus, metaphorically speaking, was a 20+ megapixel digital camera, what about the lens quality? Having lots of megapixels with cheap lenses just doesn't make any sense to get anything with less than high quality lenses. This is why we use heavy duty, brushed metal connectors that lock into the sensor. Less worries about poor contact, bent pins or connectors breaking. NeXus takes pride in the quality of its components, and our design makes it possible.

**Better Sensors, Better Connectors, More Reliability**

When you take sensor price into account, you will be amazed about the NeXus price. With 2 channels of EEG, or DC-EEG, sEMG, ECG, EOG or a combination. Single (1 channel) active sensor, the NeXus EXG sensor cable gets you not only get better signals, you save money! For the typical price of a single (1 channel) active sensor, the NeXus Compact sensor gets you 2 channels of EEG, or DC-EEG, EMG, EOG, EKG or a combination. When you take sensor price into account, you will be amazed about how cost effective NeXus is!

**Better Connectivity: Wireless Design**

We believe that having only a cable connection to your PC can real limit the flexibility of your system. That's why the Mark II is like its predecessor, comes with built-in Bluetooth. It is a fully ambulatory system that can work stand-alone and store sessions on SD flash memory for more than 24 hours. In addition we added a USB 2.0 access link for those of you wanting higher sample rates.

**Better Software: More Flexibility and Ease of Use**

The BioTrace software offers unmatched versatility for clinicians and researchers for research, in the lab or during sleep. Whether your application is Neuro- and/or Biofeedback, or point-and-click Biofeedback and Neurofeedback protocol suites are included in the standard price. BioTrace software updates are free. In addition we added a USB 2.0 wired link for those of you wanting more power. Because only the best is good enough, Mind Media integrated a state of the art Lithium Polymer battery pack into the Mark II, offering over 24 hours of operation in a single charge. It's built in supervisory buffer the power, while you switch battery packs for uninterrupted recording. Now isn't that smart?

**More Power: Lithium Polymer Technology**

Because only the best is good enough, Mind Media integrated a state of the art Lithium-Polymer battery pack into the Mark II, offering over 24 hours of operation in a single charge. It's built in supervisory buffer the power, while you switch battery packs for uninterrupted recording. Now isn't that smart?

**NeXus is a Family of Systems**

The NeXus series is a family of systems with comprehensive digital EEG/ERP/EOG/EMG/ECG HRV systems and a full suite of Biofeedback and Neurofeedback applications. NeXus has something for everyone!
Why would you pay thousands of dollars for a product design from the 80's, that looks like (and sometimes performs like) an outdated computer modem, and comes with complicated software that should have a disclaimer like: "Warning: May cause nausea and dizziness with extended use."

Today, professional Bio and Neurofeedback systems should offer the same level of quality and ease of use that you expect from electronics today, like professional audio-systems, digital cameras, camcorders or televisions.

"Why would you settle for anything less?"
ABOUT MIND MEDIA

Ever since its foundation (Netherlands, 1979), Mind Media has been creating leading edge products for Psychophysiology, Neuroscience, Biofeedback and Neurofeedback. After the launch of the revolutionary Nexus-10 in 2003, Nexus quickly became recognized as the best Biofeedback and Neurofeedback technology in the world, setting new standards for others to follow. The products of Mind Media are now used worldwide and distributed through a network of resellers in over 50 countries.

If you are interested in the new Nexus-10 Mark II (available spring 2011) or in our limited time competitive upgrade program, then feel free to contact us, or one of our resellers. We’ll be happy to help you.

ABOUT STENS CORPORATION

The Stens Corporation, incorporated in 1976, is internationally recognized as the #1 provider of Biofeedback and Neurofeedback technology in the United States, Canada, and abroad. Over the past 35 years Stens has pioneered and introduced more than 14,000 new people into our industry! President and C.E.O., Stephen Stern, was honored with the AAPB Presidential Award in 2005 for his role in fostering the growth of the Biofeedback/Neurofeedback industry over the past 3 1/2 decades. Stens is proud of its excellent reputation of providing service and carrying the finest systems available. We are extremely proud to be the exclusive distributor of the NeXus for the U.S. & Canada; truly the finest system that is available. Stens Corporation, incorporated in 1976, is internationally recognized as the #1 provider of Biofeedback and Neurofeedback technology in the world, setting new standards for others to follow.
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WOW! IT SEEMS THAT IN THE LAND OF BIONEFEEBACK AND NEUROFEEDBACK, TECHNOLOGY HAS NOT EVOLVED SINCE THE70's. WHAT'S GOING ON?

PS: I think even back then they had better designs than this.

13½ bit resolution

Hot 1080 design

Why on Earth would anyone use that? Really?

Why would you settle for anything less?

Let’s face it, most of the biofeedback systems that are available today are outdated computer monitors, and come with complicated software that should have a disclaimer like: “WARNING, this software is not for engineers.” These outdated systems are expensive, and come with tools that should have a disclaimer like: “WARNING, this software is not for engineers.”

Get the BioClunke 2000... and witness evolution.

And experience why NeXus is the ultimate bio- and neurofeedback platform!
segments of task success or retreat - a pattern in which we can see the emergence of fatigue, which, if unchecked, may produce neurofeedback over-training. The success/retreat pattern is common among our predominantly brain-injured population, so it does not per se predict over-training. That said, one may use such observation to avoid excessive fatigue leading to over-training in the highly-vulnerable patient. Take for example the session in Figure 1. Sampling was 250 sps averaged to 6 sec epochs. The first minute was artifact-contaminated. We should also ignore the eye-blink artifact, and focus on the trend in the low-amplitude best-performance data-points as shown by the rough lines added to the figure. You can observe segments of 30 to 60 seconds in which inhibition of 2-7 Hz progressively improved (segments 1, 3 & 4), and segments in which it retreated (2-7 Hz increased in segments 2 & 5). Thus, the patient shows segments of task success followed by retreat - a pattern in which we can see the emergence of fatigue analogous to that experienced by a lifter who does repeated sets. In fact, patients frequently report subjective fatigue on inquiry, and failure to report is not reliable. I urge clinicians to examine within-session data for emergence of fatigue in highly vulnerable patients, based upon these findings, rather than relying on patient self-report alone. The session in Figure 1 did not produce overtraining, seemingly because we stopped when fatigue was apparent. If training continues without modification and fatigue is unchecked in a vulnerable patient, this may produce signs of neurofeedback overtraining after the session.

Just as fatigue effects can readily be observed within a single training session, the same outcome can result from massed work across sessions. In Figure 2 one may see a series of sessions that produced overtraining signs in a severely vulnerable patient. Note that we carefully titrated dosage (the work-rest load of the session - upward across sessions, then held stable as we shortened recovery between sessions, but then there was a session after just three days that inadvertently produced overtraining. This meta-pattern has been observed repeatedly cross a number of patients, but it is difficult to predict. It is disconcerting because the protocol was perceived as working well at the dose employed. In some cases a contributing factor, such as a change in medication, is the culprit rather than massed work across sessions, but whatever the cause, subsequent management of the neurofeedback overtraining effect is the same. In contrast, there are some cases where neurofeedback progress reduces a patient’s tolerance of a chronic psychotropic medication, producing known medication side effects. Your rapport with the treating physician is going to be important in getting the medication reduced.

**Predict and Avoid Neurofeedback Overtraining: Identify Vulnerable Patients**

**Diagnosis-related predictors:** Based on a 2007 informal review of SMR or coherence training1 and on a 2010 retrospective study of 4-channel z-score all-variable training2, this author has previously reported that patients with a history of brain injury or blood-glucose instability are more likely to experience medication side effects. Your rapport with the treating physician is going to be important in getting the medication reduced.

**Figure 1**

**Figure 2**

**Figure 2. Cumulative over-training effects in a vulnerable patient. Training protocol was 2-7 hz inhibit at (name of site) Due to proximity of training site to craniotomy margin, we identified patient as at-risk for overtraining and limited training to 6-8 minutes per session in two minute increments. During week 4, training session frequency was increased from 1x to 2x weekly. The resulting overtraining effect in session 5 was attributed to decreased recovery time between sessions despite unchanged within-session work load. During next session, therapist adapted to overtraining effects by shifting to a new training site, decreasing duration of training runs, and increasing rest interval duration between runs. Patient reported that this was well tolerated, and symptoms associated with overtraining fully remitted.**
How to Address Neurofeedback Treatment Problems

Arguably overtraining is not an error but a transient and somewhat difficult to predict consequence of patient individual differences. However, over time the provider may discover that treatment problems of various sorts do occur during neurofeedback. A protocol may simply offer no clear improvement, it may be poorly tolerated, or it may have unexpected undesired results. In these cases it is helpful to rely on the interview process discussed in this article to determine what direction treatment should follow.

There also are times when the complexities of providing neurofeedback result in a procedural error. Most have mild consequence if any. Training may run too long, occur at the wrong location, employ inaccurate protocol definition, or there may be some other technical problem such as delayed detection of artifact, inaccurate display or computer malfunction. It is prudent to have a response plan in place, as it is likely a procedural error will happen in your practice. You can use a similar plan to approach overtraining if it occurs.

One viable response plan for treatment problems is this: 1) promptly acknowledge with low distress; 2) correct as soon as detected; 3) generally replace with the correct training, but avoid overtraining; 4) explain after training that there may be no, or mild, effect and any effect is expected to be transient; 5) request phone contact at 24-48 hours and offer palliative supportive care; 6) document in the chart (Enter a simple statement discussing the patient’s condition, treatment plans, and expected outcomes, made immediately after the discussion; be specific and avoid speculation); 7) evaluate at the next session. At the following session treat with a reversal or compensatory protocol, or training at another scalp site, for a period of several sessions until all undesired effects are clearly absent. Inquire very closely for additional contributing causes of any undesirable effects, but avoid any minimization of the power of neurofeedback. Judging the response of your patient, consider offering supportive counseling, or a 1-2 week pause in training with continuing phone contact.

Also, it is prudent to explain before training starts, as part of informed consent, that training is complex; if something does not go as planned the effect is generally mild and transient; much like the first session of any protocol it tends to fade on its own.

You, your practice and your patients will be best served by having a disclosure plan in place, so that the focus is on planning, communicating, and conducting training. Review any guidelines applicable to your license, profession and locale, and seek legal counsel when formulating a disclosure policy. No one can promise immunity from lawsuits. Apparently a patient’s decision to litigate is often associated with a perceived lack of caring, so avoid that. You might contact your liability insurer for help in devising your disclosure plan.

Over Training continued from page 21

to experience neurofeedback overtraining events. The more recent and severe the pathology appears may be associated with greater likelihood of overtraining. The significance of brain injury or blood-glucose instability appears to be consistent with the fatigue model described above. In fact the two predictors may be linked. Published meta-analytic reviews show that diagnosed circulatory disorder is a complication for a third of patients with moderate or severe TBI, and that diagnosed endocrine dysfunction post-TBI occurs in a third of cases and is probably under-diagnosed.

How can the clinician recognize and anticipate overtraining risk factors in patients? Just ask. And explore persistently, obtain and review medical records, interview significant others, and follow-up on hints in your data. Consider referring the patient back to his or her physician for screening if you are unsure, but remember you are interested in even the more-subtle signs of glucose instability, and the remote or sub-clinical brain injury, as well as more frank pathology. For example, I have seen glucose-related overtraining in the following situations: one TBI client required glucose-stabilization during his ICU stay, then glucose signs remitted; another was prone to overtraining until his Diabetes Mellitus was controlled medically; a third denied hypoglycemic signs but his spouse indicated he was irritable when hungry.

Detecting brain injury: In my experience, recent severe brain injury will always require conservative treatment. However, be alert for unrecognized, possibly old injury. Ask about classic brain-insult scenarios such as falls, vehicle crashes, other blows to the head, anoxia, electric shock, or toxic exposure that did—or did not—have medical follow-up, and then inquire about concussion signs. Closely explore timelines of brain-related events and functional difficulties including onset of mental or other CNS-related issues. Sometimes you will not know until well into treatment. One patient made considerable progress with memory recovery and one day suddenly remembered his onset event. Years ago he ran into an electric cattle-fence in the rain, was knocked out, and when he awoke he assumed he was just intoxicated. Finally, the family could understand the mysterious drop in their child’s functioning.

If you do work with a significant brain injury case—and you should carefully consider whether you are competent to do so—then obtain the relevant medical and psychological history. Read ambulance notes and hospital records of the ER, surgery, CTS, MRIs, neurology, and discharge note to see the lineup of injury dynamics, medical findings, qEEG and functional issues. Manage Overtraining Risk: Assess and Discuss it With Your Client!

Consider including risk of overtraining in your general neurofeedback informed consent to set the stage for the assessment and treatment design. Point out that you can minimize but not prevent all overtraining events, and that overtraining signs generally are mild and transient. Encourage your patient to contribute to the treatment process with self-report and support awareness of overtraining signs. In treatment design there is a natural trade-off: the challenge is to balance safe dose with most benefit per session. If your assessment reveals risk factors, it may be effective to start with low training dosage and increase the training time and intensity incrementally.

Recognize and Treat Neurofeedback Overtraining

Having assessed and discussed this with your patient, he or she can help you recognize signs and calmly manage any overtraining issues that arise. In every session be alert to and inquire for any global or location-specific signs of fatigue or overload. You generally will not recognize overtraining until after the fact, usually in a phone call or in the next session. When those are present, evaluate the symptom time-course. In Figure 3 note how treatment response differs after overtraining. Usual training results in a rise-then-fall response profile that becomes less pronounced with more sessions of the same protocol and shows gradual cumulative improvement. Overtraining results in a fall-then-rise response profile, which nonetheless may produce later improvement. Pointing this out to the patient is reassuring and demonstrates the spontaneous recovery expected. Within the next session it is desirable to correct the training principally by inserting long pauses, reducing total training, or moving to a new training location. If signs persist consider using a protocol selected to compensate for the specific overtraining presentation. Track the benefits as well as the overtraining signs, and consider whether to return later to the overtrained protocol at lower dose.
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How to Track Progress:

I find patients commonly report no change at the session end, but I ask and I also chart my observational impression. The key treatment-guiding information comes during the following session from patient and, especially, family report. After any new protocol I request the patient make a report by phone at 24-48 hours. Session inquiry first consists of open-ended questions and then focuses on clinical benefits or overtraining effects. The task is to identify the source of any effect, whether due to training, medication change, situation, psychosomatic process, or other medical status. My model is that if I cannot rule out training as the cause I entertain that hypothesis, in relation to a reasonable link to CNS function and to protocol. That is, if the patient reports flu symptoms I expect they have flu, not symptoms of overtraining. Other considerations are endocrine issues such as PMS or TBI-induced diabetes, for example. The provider having a clear understanding of the patient’s medical issues is immensely helpful. I advocate that both provider and patients use reliable online resources such as Mayo Clinic’s website.

I do not use a specific rating system or metric although doing so may be desirable. Often the key finding of the session interview only emerges from careful neuropsychologically-guided follow-up questioning. For example, in exploring a complaint such as trouble reading, it is important to clarify the status of the numerous contributing systems and functions. Have they had visual screening? When does the problem occur? Is this actually a matter of attention, impulse, drowsiness, anxiety, pain, education, medication, motivation, or some other factor? The inquiry may lead to training over regions for vision, primary language, recall, visual-motor control, visual-search, attention, executive control, or—as in a recent case where it turned out the problem occurs only with reading aloud—training over Broca’s area.

In another severe TBI case the patient still had trouble seeing, reaching and grasping after occupational therapy for visual accommodation and tracking. There
Neuroscientists believe that the brain’s defenses against stressors, trauma and functional problems can create neuronal blockages. Addressing the brain in its own electromagnetic language, the LENS seems to open the way for the brain to restore itself. Unobstructed communications flow in the brain’s complex neuronal network allows it to self-adjust. Result: Optimum Functioning.

From anxiety to ADD, central nervous system dysfunctions can be compared to a car that’s stuck in Park. The LENS gets traffic flowing again and your whole system shifts. Many people see broad improvement immediately with better focus, more energy, better sleep, mood, anxiety and depression lifting.

Unlike traditional neurofeedback in which you have to actively regulate your brainwaves, the LENS frees the brain to optimize itself. All you do is sit there, and your brain does the work. It’s quick too! Your brain interacts with the signal on its own and re-regulates. No drugs required.

OchsLabs, Inc. has both purchase and lease programs available. Leasing can include a fully loaded 15” laptop computer and start at only $267.00 per month. Contact our office by calling (707) 823-6225 and we will be happy to assist you.

OchsLabs, Inc.
6683 Sebastopol Avenue
Sebastopol, Ca  95472
Tel: 707-823-6225  Fax: 707-823-6266
www.ochslabs.com
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was mechanical damage to the dominant arm, fingertip agnosia, and occipital slowing, but after training to the occipital, session inquiry clarified that the patient experienced motor-control and visual search deficits. We trained the frontal eye field (for accommodation), the contralateral hand-motor/sensory and then the right parietal visual-search regions, each giving marginally more benefit.

Thus the inquiry follows lines of questioning to exclude the various systems, and seeks correlation with the qEEG findings. This is a very engaging process for your patient and family, garnering strong buy-in to the neurofeedback process and progressively more recognition of any treatment progress. It does take considerable time in the session, but it targets training precisely.

Neurofeedback Planning in Z-score Training

In theory it seems that training simultaneously all the key qEEG findings at (and among) a number of sites would be profoundly useful and efficient. Our clinical experience with 30+ patients over the past several years indicates that training several sites concurrently offers huge advantage. The procedure can produce rapid changes of diverse functions related directly to the underlying brain site trained. However, planning such training is complex. You must plan and implement the treatment at several sites simultaneously, requiring that you evaluate numerous measures and their relationship with both CNS function and patient needs. In some cases just focusing on the locations with the most abnormal brain wave profiles may be desirable, and in other cases you need to utilize knowledge of brain-localization of complex cognitive systems.

Multi-site all-variable z-score training also requires consistent attention to mitigation of overtraining risks. Our research indicates that it does produce overtraining effects, and clinical experience suggests that it is more likely to do so than with simpler protocols, or at least that the best training durations are shorter. This treatment approach holds great promise for TBI and other complex presentations, but treatment success may be greatly enhanced by using the overtraining prevention and treatment approach discussed in this article.

Iatrogenic Risk Factors in Z-score Training

Arguably any overtraining is not an error but a transient, consequence of individual patient differences that can be somewhat difficult to predict. There is opportunity for problems in z-score training. When using multi-channel all-variable z-score training the procedures are more complex and the training is higher impact, so there is more likelihood that the provider makes any of several procedural errors, resulting in greater consequence. Consider that one is simultaneously training coherence, phase, asymmetry, power and perhaps other variables.

If the wrong training, whether location or protocol, is applied, much more than frequency may have been impacted. One may have sessions in which just a few minutes of training the wrong location or protocol, followed by correct treatment, can result in several days of mild functional difficulty and then spontaneous recovery. It is rare, but in an unstable patient who was incorrectly trained for a full session may relapse to serious issues and require immediate corrective neurofeedback. In this instance, a previously successful protocol most closely targeting the dysregulation, or a simple peak-performance protocol may be indicated.

In addition, my personal observation suggests that those with skull breach are more prone to difficulties with neurofeedback training. Thus, z-score training at affected (scarred?) locations is contra-indicated. Due to the way EEG is shifted by skull breach, comparison to a normal intact skull EEG database is not valid, and z-score training over a breach may result in unexpected adverse outcome.

So to summarize, neurofeedback displays fatigue within and across sessions, which particularly in TBI and blood-glucose disordered patients, can produce adverse overtraining effects. These effects and treatment planning can be managed using careful session inquiry. There are particular issues to consider in z-score training.
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Prioritizing EEG

David Kaiser, PhD

Any intelligent fool can make things bigger, more complex, and more violent. It takes a touch of genius—and a lot of courage—to move in the opposite direction.
—Albert Einstein

There is simply too much to know. Neurotherapists work at a place where psychology, neuroscience, and medicine converge, with data derived from electromagnetism and statistics. Furthermore parented and culture weigh in on nearly every case, as does coaching, common sense, and technical prowess. When we evaluate a patient’s EEG, we can quickly become overwhelmed by the amount of information available to us on the patient, the number of functional abnormalities in any person, even healthy persons, compared to group-based norms. We are all individuals, so what did we expect? We are scanning each brain in its Lair of light, under its protective shell, at home, far from the maddening crowd. Did we expect it to be simple?

A normative EEG assessment identifies aspects of brain activity that are statistically abnormal from most people, and we assume these findings reflect areas of concern in the brain, too much activity, too little, too much shared, too little shared.

So let’s say we’ve run a Q eyes closed and eyes open rest and reading and math, a range of challenges for most people, and now we are faced with dozens of significant differences compared to a healthy group. I recommended triplicating recording conditions to reduce statistical noise, to minimize random effects. Only findings that repeat are meaningful. Findings that come and go are problems the patient can handle on their own. They need the most help on those problems that won’t go away. In fact, triplication across two conditions like EC and EO is what I prefer, as it means opening the eyes doesn’t change the basic brain energies. And still, with such a high hurdle to clear, we might find ourselves with dozens of EEG findings, especially if we analyze the EEG thoroughly. When we evaluate single-Hz bands along with conventional binning (clinical bands of delta, theta, alpha, beta, gamma) for 19 sites of EEG activity between 1 and 40 Hz, this results in 45 bands x 19 sites x 3 activity measures (absolute activity, relative activity, variability of one or both) and 45 bands x 171 site pairs x 4 connectivity measures, and if we throw in montages and source analysis, we quickly approach infinity, or at least it feels like we do. A reasonable survey of human psychophysiology can result in 100 or 150 deviations at an alpha level of 0.05, and dozens at 0.01, and that’s for a single recording condition like eyes closed. One reason we duplicate or triplicate conditions is to deal with the number of statistical comparisons we are making. I tend to ignore findings unless they triplicate in both EC and EO, requiring 6 repetitions of the same problem before I’m comfortable to stake a finding as reliable.

So what to make of 100 findings? How do I organize them? How do I rank them? I want to help this person so what should I do first? All findings are equal but some findings are more equal than others — how do I decide where to start? Which findings will lead me to a place where a small change will amplify, to cascade him or her back to healthier ways? We need a model, and this is where sciences kick in.

Religion is belief in order without change where science is belief in order with change, which is evolution in a nutshell. Evolution is our central principle, change with benefits. So considering brain evolution and brain development during an individual’s lifetime should guide our thinking.

Brain disorders are primitive responses to events, primal strategies for fulfilling one’s needs and desires. Primitive thinking fails to integrate the full range of humanity into our thought, our extensive experience with others. Brain injury – functional or physical – may be conceived in an evolutionary context. Injury was thought to expose earlier stages of our processing, pulling the tarp away from the wall to reveal the scaffolding beneath. Each brain event incorporates our entire evolution in a matter of millisecond. We scale the fish-to-human evolutionary ladder in our head every second of our days – except when we failed to do so. Brain injury exposes early stages of brain evolution or development, and in this fashion EEG spectral coefficients are prioritized on the basis of ontogenetic and phylogenetic age, where youthful traits (e.g., delta, low connectivity) are compared to maturational properties such as specialization (e.g., frontal sites, left sided).

How do we identify the behaviors of archaic systems to those more evolved in EEG activity?

Converting evolution to EEG coefficients, ah, there’s the rub.

Before we provide an interpretative guide, a rule of thumb for estimating severity, we must be confident in our results. To have confidence that we are not working with chance events, we simply replicate conditions at different times, preferably sandwiched between different challenges to see if the same abnormality emerges at each instance. Replicate, triplicate, tetraplicate, and ignore anything that modulates, comes and goes, as unreliable. Findings that appear in EC and EO recordings as well as tasks are the most reliable, brain habits unaltered by stimulation or task demands.

Here are EEG-severity correspondences, in descending importance:

1. Infrequent > frequent events (delta > theta > alpha >> beta >> gamma)
2. Emotional > Social > Intellectual functions (e.g., Cingulate > Orbitofrontal > Dorsolateral frontal)
3. Primary > Secondary > Associative functions (e.g., Area 17 >> Area 18 > Area 39)
4. Organized abilities > single-minded abilities (Frontal > Temporal > Parietal > Occipital)
5. Unchallenging > challenging (Eyes closed > Eyes open > Easy task > Hard task)
6. Shared > unshared events (connectivity coefficients > amplitude coefficients)

Continued on page 28
5. Unpredictability > Incidence (variability > mean)
6. Number > Timing (magnitude > phase)
7. Homotopic > ipsilateral > heterotopic
8. Greater > lower statistical deviance

This ranking system is a mix of anatomical and electroencephalographic properties based on microgeny. Many articles can be written to confirm or devalue each ranking, each suggested indicator of severity. This is an interpretational schematic only, not the final blueprint where we specify and delineate which brain areas are responsible for which actions and which EEG coefficients best reflect each function.

This EEG coefficient ranking system is independent of clinical symptoms. As with any set of principles, context is everything and a neurotherapist must place any rankings into a clinical context based on experience and knowledge.

Addictions
Small Group Discussion

Twenty five people attended the small group discussion on Addictions this year which was moderated by Genie and Richard E. Davis. The research for using neurofeedback for addictions was reviewed and several approaches to neurofeedback for addictions were discussed. The discussion centered on modifications or changes to the traditional Peniston Protocol (alpha-theta training) approach through the use of Quantitative EEG. Information presented included frontal and central vertex training to decrease excessive slow and fast frequency activity, especially the fast frequency activity at CZ that is often prominent in alcoholics. Also mentioned was the excessive slow alpha activity at PZ usually seen with drug abuse. This led to talk about symptomology such as anxiety and attention/focus issues and how treating those may impact the cravings and addiction issues. The discussion then moved to how alpha-theta training may be introduced after utilizing the QEEG to address eyes open training issues which usually results in fewer alpha-theta sessions than in traditional alpha-theta treatment. It was suggested that alpha-theta training using the Peniston Protocol was still very effective and could still be used as the course of treatment if access to QEEG was not utilized or available.

This was a very good discussion that could have gone on much longer if time had permitted.
Using Biofeedback for Sport Psychology and Better Athletic Training

Pierre Beauchamp, PhD, and Marla K. Beauchamp, MScPT, PhD(c)

The following article, reprinted with permission from Advance for Physical Therapy and Rehab Medicine (Beauchamp & Beauchamp, 2010), introduces foundational ideas of biofeedback and neurofeedback applications in a comprehensive peak performance program. For some of you, this may seem rudimentary, for others a good fundamental understanding. Providing this reprint to NeuroConnections readers allows us to see what the outside communities are accepting as an introduction to our field. (CRK, Ed)

As a mental performance consultant, I (first author) have witnessed firsthand the evolution of sport psychology services through working with various athletic teams and organizations including the Canadian Olympic Association, the Aerial and Mogul Ski Teams in the Salt Lake 2002 Olympic Games, Speed Skating and Ski-Cross Canada in preparation for the 2010 Vancouver Olympic Games, and most recently with Para-Cycling Canada in preparation for the London 2012 Games.

Consequently, I have had the opportunity to familiarize Olympic athletes with a range of sport psychology programs, and specifically, to introduce biofeedback training that facilitates the self-regulation and mindfulness of athletes that ultimately allows them to perform on demand and under pressure. The primary aim of this article is to introduce the field of applied psychophysiology to the greater sports medicine community, using my work with Speedskating Canada as an example.

Enhancing Mindfulness

The rationale for biofeedback interventions in the athletic population is based on the psycho-physiological principle that states that every physiological change is accompanied by a corresponding change in the mental and emotional state. Conversely, the opposite is also true-change in thoughts or emotions will have a corresponding effect on the individual's physiology (Green, Green, & Walters, 1970).

Consequently, biofeedback can be a powerful tool for self-regulation and for enhancing mindfulness among athletes to better manage stress and pressure in preparation for sport performance (Zaichkowsky & Fuchs, 1988). Olympic athletes, in particular, do not receive second chances; therefore, the ability to self-regulate in a desired direction is a critical skill for this population (Schwartz, 1979).

Some Background

Much of the early work in biofeedback was limited to the medical field (Moss, 1998). However, quite a significant amount of biofeedback research was conducted in sport psychology during the 1980s and 1990s. Most studies found positive effects of biofeedback interventions on sport performance and stress management (Falk & Bar-Eli, 1995). Today, the biofeedback approach reflects a transactional view of sport performance (Tennemann & Bar-Eli, 1995). Specifically, sport performance (behavior) of athletes within a transactional system considers the environment (e.g., situation-athletes, coaches, professional support, family) and the interrelationships between the physiological, mental and emotional components of sport behavior.

Thus, information from a variety of sources must be assimilated to develop what is known as an “athlete profile” (Blumenstein, Bar-Eli & Tenenbaum, 1997). The sources of information come from the various sport medicine team members (e.g., sport medicine doctors, physiotherapists, nutritionists, physiologists, sport psychologists, equipment technicians, strength and conditioning coaches, high-performance directors), who are referred to as the Integrated Support Team (IST).

Generally, the IST will meet on a monthly basis to review each athlete and make recommendations to the coaches and high performance director. Consequently, the group profile is also important, such that if the group profile demonstrates a significant lack of stress management skills, performance under pressure may be compromised.

Biofeedback Assessment and Training

For Speedskating Canada, the biofeedback training program was conducted at the end of year one as part of a three-year comprehensive sport psychology program leading up to the 2010 Vancouver Olympic Games. Biofeedback assessment and training were introduced after other sport psychology interventions had been completed as part of an extensive program that included mental skills education with a cognitive behavioral approach, as well as mindfulness training through a mental skills log book completed daily by the athletes.

Several psychometric tests were also used to monitor and guide the direction of...
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the interventions, such as the Ottawa Mental Skills Assessment (OMSAT), Rest and Recovery Profile (RESTQ-S), Competitive State Anxiety Scale (CSAI-2), and the Test of Attentional and Interpersonal Style (TAIS). These data were gathered to develop individual athlete profiles and team profiles, which guided the IST and coaches in intervention decision-making. In addition, this information served as feedback for athletes, which guided their individual mental performance consultations.

The biofeedback stress assessment consisted of both psychophysiological and EEG tests to evaluate individual responses to stress under 14 conditions (e.g., a Stroop test). The following parameters were measured using software: heart rate and heart rate variability (HRV), respiration rate (RR), muscle activity using EMG, skin temperature (ST), skin conductance (SC), and brain wave activity frequency (EEG).

Training sessions were conducted each week both in the physiology and EEG programs. A competency-based approach prevailed until each athlete developed automaticity with each skill area (HRV, EMG, SC, ST, and alpha EEG training). The physiological component of the biofeedback training program involved teaching HRV to the athletes by using a 5 to 6 count to anchor their diaphragmatic breathing. Individualizing the program meant that athletes could continue in each training module until they developed the competency required before moving forward in the program. A stress test device was used for home education for those that required extra training. On average, six to 10 sessions per athlete were conducted in this phase.

The psycho-physiological training program consisted of teaching athletes alpha training such that they could relax mentally by reducing negative self-talk (Beta 2-3) and simultaneously rewarding Beta 1 and alpha, in both eyes-open and eyes-closed conditions. Once in this state, athletes were asked how they got into this state, and to give it a term to which they could return to in their next training session (i.e., centering, quiet mind). Sport-specific visualizations were also added in this alpha state to enhance confidence.

Finally, athletes were asked to use these skills in training through use of their daily log book, to consolidate them within simulated competitions. The next phase was to apply these skills in the World Cup competition. Self-monitoring and evaluation completed the process, which ended the skill acquisition stage of year two.

**Biofeedback Reaction-Time Program**

In addition to the core biofeedback intervention, reaction-time biofeedback (provided by Thought Technology Ltd in Montreal, Canada) was utilized off-ice to more effectively prepare 500-meter sprinters with their pre-start routines. This training closely followed the learning of competencies in biofeedback and EEG training. Consequently, the scope and sequence of the reaction-time program was integrated seamlessly with the biofeedback training program.

The aim of the reaction-time intervention was to better prepare athletes for the 500m sprint events at the 2010 Vancouver Olympic Games. In short-track speedskating, having the quickest reaction time combined with a good start allows you the significant advantage of claiming the inside position on the first turn, thus forcing your competitors to skate wide or follow you around the 500m oval track.

Biofeedback reaction time in combination with an individualized pre-start routine, start technique and start confidence all play an important role toward speedskating sprint success.

The reaction time equipment was engineered to improve the athlete’s alertness in terms of arousal regulation (activation), vigilance and expert signal sensitivity (Cox & Hawkins, 1976) – that is, the goal was to optimize the reaction time between hearing a gun/tone at the start of a race with the initiation of the first foot movement forward. Hundreds of starts could be trained this way in a training cycle without wasting much physical energy (under sub-maximal muscle tension).

**Vancouver 2010 Olympic Games**

The goal of this multifaceted sports psychology program, with biofeedback as an integral module, was to prepare each individual skater to perform their personal best performance under pressure and on demand at the Olympic Games. The Canadian Short-Track Speedskating Team achieved its goals, both from a sprint perspective and from a team perspective.

First, from a sprint perspective, the men’s team brought home one gold and one bronze medal, while the women’s team earned one silver medal and a fourth place in the 500m sprints. Finally, from a team perspective, the men’s team won the team relay gold, while the women brought home silver in the team relay for a total of five Olympic medals.

**Future Implications**

The role of sport psychology in a multidisciplinary context is increasingly recognized as an important component of the sports medicine team. Just as clinical athlete support is critical in dealing with injuries, the sport science support team also plays an integral role in guiding the athlete toward preparation and/or re-entry to the athletic playing field.

Multidisciplinary sports medicine centers that cater to a variety of athletes’ needs will play an increasing role in guiding athletes toward injury prevention,
The future appears promising with the development of multifaceted sport medicine facilities that-in addition to clinical support-will incorporate psychological skills training and strategies for performance enhancement, which may include the utilization of biofeedback, reaction-time training, vision training, sport-specific decision training, virtual reality simulators and sport performance analytics.

In particular, the use of similar methods by many of our Canadian Olympic teams in preparation for the Summer 2012 Olympic Games in London, England is encouraging. Stress control GSR training, HRV for recovery in parallel with imagery and focused attention through neurofeedback are all integral parts of the athletes’ training regimen.

The biofeedback and new reaction time equipment (ProComp Infiniti from Thought Technology, Montreal, Canada) is also being used to prepare sprinters, swimmers, tennis return of serve, etc. and several other sports for faster reaction times. The spread of technology in sports performance applications is exciting and bodes well for the future, as professional teams across the world begin to realize the benefits of using the equipment and methods those of us in the biofeedback community have been intimately familiar with for many years.

As experienced biofeedback practitioners, sports psychologists and mental performance experts continue to collaborate, and companies like Dynamic Edge in Ottawa, Ontario, Octothorpe Software in Vancouver, BC and Thought Technology and Cognisense Athletics, in Montreal, Canada continue to work closely with professional organizations like the Ottawa Senators, Vancouver Canucks and Pittsburgh Penguins of the National Hockey League and Chelsea FC, Manchester United of the British Premiership (soccer), the boundaries of biofeedback for peak performance are expanding at an exciting rate.

Pierre Beauchamp is a mental performance consultant with Peak Sport Performance Mindroom, in Montreal, Quebec.

Marla K. Beauchamp, MScPT, PhD is a physiotherapist and PhD candidate in the Graduate Department of Rehabilitation Science at the University of Toronto, Ontario.

Biofeedback and neurofeedback hold tremendous potential in sport and performance applications to train the body and mind to work together, but remain underutilized. AAPB’s newest book, Biofeedback & Neurofeedback Applications in Sport Psychology will teach the practitioner:

• To apply biofeedback and neurofeedback to athletes and others wanting to gain a competitive advantage.
• The latest advances in technology and hardware, including wireless equipment options.
• Protocols specific to individual sports or client populations. Practical exercises are provided to help the athlete/coach/trainer enhance mental skills such as focus and composure.
• New strategies for the elimination of bad habits.

Written by top sport psychologists and experts in the field of biofeedback and neurofeedback, including case studies as well as illustrations and graphs that highlight the use of the authors’ techniques, Biofeedback & Neurofeedback Applications in Sport Psychology is a must-have reference for today’s practitioner interested in helping clients reach their maximum potential.
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To Q or Not to Q?

Cynthia Kerson, PhD, BCN, BCB

Thomas Bearden, PhD

I always QEEG before beginning training. It might not be absolutely necessary in all cases, but since I have the capability I do it routinely. I know it has prevented me from rewarding excessive beta on quite a few occasions and helped me tailor my training to be more efficient. I rarely do over 20 sessions. I also always do a pre-post training IVA. I find this enormously helpful for assessing training success. I would be interested in whether others routinely use pre-post CPTs.

Paul Swingle, PhD

Frankly, I’m surprised that this debate is still going on at the level of ISNR. Many of us have been trying to get the one-size-fits-all franchise-like operations out of business. They all argue that one need not understand what is going on neurologically in order to start fixing things. Rather like restricting all physical exercise to the stationary bicycle. The bored perfume salesmen who want to become neurotherapists buy franchises from people like Gerdes who has no training at all and set up shop claiming to be equivalent to professionally trained neurotherapists. The "Q or not to Q" debate at the level of ISNR can be interpreted as legitimizing their collective claim that the jury is out.

One example should suffice to correct this nonsensical notion that we should continue the business-as-usual top down method of treatment. Client’s presenting complaint “depression.” One-size-fits-all treatment has protocol for depression. However, depression can be associated with at least the following neurological conditions: Elevated 8-12Hz at F3 relative to F4 (the original Davidson finding); elevated 3-7Hz at F3 relative to F4; elevated 16-25Hz at F4 relative to F3; elevated 3-7Hz/16-25Hz at F3 relative to F4. For agitated forms let add deficient 3-7Hz/16-25Hz at O1; elevated 16-25Hz at F3 relative to F4; elevated 28-40Hz/16-25Hz at Fz. Of course the previous examples do not include the hyper-vigilant forms associated with deficient 8-12Hz frontally or those with neurologically demonstrable emotional trauma markers found at Cz and O1.

There is some debate among professionally trained neurotherapists as to just how extensive the initial evaluation must be. I prefer an abbreviated initial intake to provide instant feedback to the client followed if necessary by a full Q. Others feel starting with the full Q is preferable. Neither of these preferences supports the Q or no Q debate nor the profession-undermining activities of the one-size-fits-all franchises that require their trainees to have at least warm blood and a check book.

Stu Donaldson, PhD

I require every person who is seen at this clinic to have a qEEG done. My reasons are as follows: a) how do you know what to treat, what frequency to decrease at what site, or visa versa, b) are there issues with phase and coherence which need to be treated and when using Z score training/coherence training what sites do you need to target, and c) most importantly to protect my ass as I have an objective reason for doing what I am doing. What I am saying is every person seen at this clinic has an individualized treatment program. The qEEG directs this.

Dan Tuttle, LCSW

I strongly advocate doing a Q first. I have yet to have a case I haven’t done at least a MiniQ II on. My reasoning is that while in general such a protocol “A” is indicated for condition “Y” there are exceptions to the rule. For example, there is a subset of ADHD kids I see that have excess beta through central and anterior portions of the head. If I were to apply traditional protocols like SMR, I’d be exacerbating their pathology. And that would be irresponsible of me and I would be doing harm . . . or as they taught me in school for my MSW, I would not be acting “in the best interests” of my client, which would violate my code of ethics. I know there are cases where things work out OK without a map, but to me that’s a risk I’m not comfortable with taking.

Rex Cannon, PhD

In thinking about the empirical need for qEEG/LORETA-guided neurofeedback, one prevalent notion resounds; a starting point must be established to have an ending point. In simplest terms a pre-post outcome must be established in order to measure treatment efficacy. In graduate school, we are taught to use the science-practitioner model to effectively evaluate and treat patients. Hence, every patient is a case study that ought to have sufficient data to support treatment and to report a successful outcome. This data should include within subject measurements (e.g. qEEG and psychometric testing) in addition to external ratings by parents, spouses or caregivers. As an example I will discuss a case of traumatic brain injury with the qEEG and LORETA maps over a course of NF therapy. Quantitative EEG (qEEG) is comprised of computerized imaging and statistical procedures to aid in the detection of abnormal patterns associated with specific pathological conditions. qEEG is a direct signature of neural activity and provides ideal temporal resolution in the millisecond time domain in addition to immediate recording of neural activity as opposed to delays in other methods (Coburn, et al., 2006; Hughes & John, 1999). Both qEEG and LORETA are important methodologies for demonstrating the direct associations between psychiatric conditions and symptoms with neurologic functions (Hughes & John, 1999) as well as monitoring pharmacological effects (Saletu, et al., 1997), and monitoring treatment outcomes (Czobor & Volavka, 1991; Prichard, et al., 2002). Additionally, qEEG affords the opportunity to examine the brain’s electrical activity during longer periods of time in variable experimental conditions due to its noninvasive properties (Cannon, 2009; Cannon, Lubar, & Baldwin, 2008). qEEG combined with LORETA source localization will ultimately prove to be an invaluable tool in both research and clinical settings. This section briefly reviews research findings in normal populations and in psychiatric disorders. It is important to note that qEEG and LORETA can be a very powerful adjunct to other, more established techniques such as fMRI or PET. The benefit to using these types of measures in unison is increased discovery of frequency specific functions in the human brain. The validity and reliability of qEEG has been an area of concentrated study (Corsi-Cabrera, Galindo-Vilchis, del-Rio-Portilla, Arce, & Ramos-Loyo, 2007; Corsi-
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Cabrera, Guevara, Arce, & Ramos, 1996; Corsi-Cabrera, Solis-Ortiz, & Guevara, 1997; Guevara, Lorenzo, Arce, Ramos, & Corsi-Cabrera, 1995. Therefore, many of the arguments against the computerized analyses of EEG may not carry much validity, especially concerning the fact that there are no existing studies published to date that show significant reliability for non-computerized analysis of the EEG signal (Hughes & John, 1999). The spectral analysis of the qEEG is useful for revealing additional signs of brain dysfunction in individual patients as well as a valuable research tool for revealing statistical differences between groups (Coutin-Churchman, et al., 2003). Hence it is very important to consider the clinical and research potential of qEEG computer assisted diagnostic procedures in performing accurately in some cases with the fundamental acknowledgement that only one source of information is not adequate criteria for diagnostic purposes (John, 1989; John, Prichep, Fridman, & Easton, 1988).

The data shown is from a 37-year-old, Caucasian male presenting with traumatic brain injury (TBI) as a result of an automobile accident. Neurofeedback was implemented nearly 10 years post trauma, due to his desire to address memory problems, severe grand-mal seizures, prominent tremors and difficulty in communicating and self regulating. Figure 1 shows the pre-training eyes-closed baseline. Tremors were quite profound extending to upper extremities, thus his caregiver was asked to help stabilize body movements to obtain the recording. There are substantial amounts of high amplitude slow activity and increased fast activity in parieto-occipital regions. Figure 2 shows post training ECB (after 60 sessions of alpha training in left parietal-occipital region (between O1-and P3). This location was selected according to empirical data supporting the role of left parieto-occipital regions in language, memory and self-regulatory processes. Delta and low-theta (1 – 5 Hz) activity was inhibited at T3/F3. Figure 3 shows the differences between pre and post NF training. The most notable increase was at BA 31 posterior cingulate with additional significant increases in frontal and parietal regions. Figure 4 shows the pre training eyes-opened baseline. The tremors were more intense in the EOB and notable high amplitude slow activity is noted, as well as increased faster
frequencies in parieto-occipital regions. Importantly, there is agreement between ECB and EOB recordings in the regions of deficit or excess activity. This is but one example of how changes in the EEG can be monitored with qEEG and LORETA to demonstrate the efficacy of NF, as well as other treatment paradigms. Moreover, the presented data stress the importance of an interdisciplinary approach to specific syndromes. Certainly without medications and its effects on seizure activity specifically, the NF paradigm may not have been as effective. Notably, the memory issues are the focus of an updated paradigm to influence low-beta power at F3 and inhibit slower frequencies. This patient’s results still show dramatic deficits compared to the database, while showing significant improvements compared to pre NF. His overall functioning has improved in motor control, tremor reduction, seizure reduction and speech production and communication. Thus the combinations of NF and medications have made a substantial
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Jim Evans, PhD
For many years I have been doing qEEGs as part of neuropsychological examinations and generally find them to yield very useful diagnostic information. Over the same years I often have done them for neurotherapists, but am not as certain about their value for that purpose. In our group we always require a qEEG prior to starting NT, but I do many for another therapist (Othmer trained) who often requests one, but rarely uses results for another therapist (Othmer trained) who often requests one, but rarely uses results.

Gary Ames, PhD
I have a variety of equipment and use the procedures associated with them.
- Zengar NCP. C3-C4 for everyone. All get a relaxing experience.

Gerald Gluck, Ph.D., LMFT, BCN-Sr. Fellow
Neurofeedback has always been based on altering the EEG. When we went from primarily analog to digital instruments we quantified the EEG. Quantification gave us more precision in matching human behavior to the EEG and helped to link the symptoms or target behaviors to brain function. We know now that NFB affects blood flow and changes in synapses and dendritic growth. Why should measuring the human EEG be subject to any different laws, or usefulness for that matter, than measuring personality traits (e.g. the MMPI) or liver or kidney function? The answer is that the human brain is a unique organ that creates meaning. We get seduced into measuring the changes in meaning and action and forget the underlying organ that generates the meaning and behavior. Few of us spend time discussing the philosophical impact of various liver enzyme levels. As a result of this special quality of the brain as both organ and meaning maker, we have bifurcated our thinking into only measuring one or the other. In fact we must measure both, the behavior of our patients, their actions, AND the behavior of the brain and link the two together. All that Quantitative EEG does is help us do this precisely, in a way that ties us to existing literature in related fields of neuropsychology and neurology and lays the foundation for our field as a science by making replication easier and reliability and validity more readily able to be established.

That being said misuse and abuse of the technique can lead to distortions and justifiable criticisms. We treat people not lab results, but we need information from BOTH in the most comprehensive and reliable way possible. QEEG is neither a substitute for clinical judgement nor experience but a marvelous lens to help us link what we see and hear in the patient to our training experience of a physical organ. It seems self evident that we should measure the very thing we are trying to change, just as psychotherapists have measured personality and behavior as they have endeavored to change those dimensions through psychotherapy.
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- NeuroField. Some standard protocols and the rest is symptom based.
- Z-Score. I start with a standard placement and then search for targets of interest. This is Q-like.
- Alpha-Theta training. Based on symptoms and trauma history.
- LENS. Mapping is part of the procedure, but this is single site at a time. Not really a Q, the relationship is controversial.
- Roshi merely requires a hardy brain. My thanks to Len Ochs for the concept of sensitivity.

I am working on bringing Paul Swingle’s QuickQ to the BrainMaster Atlantis and Discovery. This will be sufficient for 90+% of clients. Those with brain injury and seizures need a full Q.

Reasons not to Q.

- Messy, expensive, not reimbursed. Practitioners do not agree on how to follow the map. Too few post-training Qs.
- Qs generate a good feeling of substance in the practitioner and perhaps client. It may motivate clients to complete enough sessions. Thus, do Qs if it fits your practice and personality. Do not be chauvinist about the ascending orthodoxy, which may now be waning.

Lea Leonard, LCSW, CTS, BCN

I am humbly newly certified in neurofeedback. I have adopted the principal of using qEEG to guide each and every one of my neurofeedback protocols. It makes sense to me to get the whole picture before choosing a protocol; which also coincides with my philosophy of psychotherapy—I assess the whole person including their familial, social, emotional, occupational and cognitive environments before reaching into my toolbox for an intervention.

Deb Stokes, PhD

I obtain minimaps on all my clients but full qEEGs only whenever there is a learning disability, head injury, neurological complaint or some unusual-appearing activity on the EEG or mini map. I work a lot with migraineurs and we do very well with these clients without having them go through the expense and time of obtaining a full qEEG. The minimap gives us an idea of how to proceed.

Robert E. Longo, MRC, LPC, NCC

I think the responsible way to determine protocols is to do QEEG. If we ever hope to have formal recognition as a field, we can’t have people treating with their best guess. Every medical procedure requires some level of assessment or testing, NFB should require a Q.

John Anderson, MA

I have 4 criteria that mandate a 19 ch EEG with database comparison:
1. Hx of traumatic head and/or brain in-
Crane's very simple 'measure the brain from
began providing neurotherapy, I used Adam
on the most complex, fragile, and most im-
that was incorrect and so do I.

ing the organ being treated was intimately
that in every rotation during medical train-
ä
stated, Hamlet has nothing on neuroscien-
ting physical therapy and audiology and bal-
Practice also has ancillary services includ-
cases and design protocols for our patients.

J. Lucas Koberda, MD, PhD
We use QEEG for guidance and use symp-
toms approach only for cases with normal
brain mapping. In my neurology practice
I perform QEEG and computerized com-
prehensive memory-cognitive testing and
design neurofeedback protocols. I have 3
psychologists who work in their own prac-
tices and perform neurofeedback based on
my recommendations. We have created
neuro-science group where we discuss the
cases and design protocols for our patients.
Practice also has ancillary services includ-
ing physical therapy and audiology and bal-
ce testing.

Merlyn Hurd, PhD
To Q or not to Q ... as probably others have
states, Hamlet has nothing on neuroscien-
tists when they ponder that question. Of
course, Hamlet was contemplating to live
or to die which, when looked at from that
standpoint, makes our question ring with
a similar truth.

Dr. Daniel Amen’s reflection in his
book “Change Your Brain, Change Your
Life” was the wake up call to me. He noted
that in every rotation during medical train-
ing the organ being treated was intimately
and thoroughly examined, except when he
got to Psychiatry. The examination of the
brain was not even considered. He thought
that was incorrect and so do I.

As neurotherapists, we are working
on the most complex, fragile, and most im-
portant system of the human being. When I
began providing neurotherapy, I used Adam
Crane’s very simple ‘measure the brain from
Cz’ system. That seemed the way to go, and
worked especially for addictions and anxi-
ety. Then, as usual, there were clients for
whom this did not work. More information
was needed and Lexicor came up with im-
aging the whole brain from scalp readings.
Wow! Now there was too much informa-
tion so they had a normative database for
us to define the connectivity and balance of
the brain. More clients were being helped
with even shorter sessions. Symptoms were
always the bedrock of the selection of pro-
tocols, while the QEEG enabled defining
the issues more accurately. Studying and
being trained in using only symptom-based
neurotherapy did not make sense, even
though I tried to embrace the method. Cer-
tainly, if there was a way to treat the client
without the expense and time consumption
of a QEEG, it made sense. Since I had long
before fallen in love with Luria’s writings
of the operation of the brain, the symptom-
based approach and Luria’s findings some-
how did work together.

QEEG based neurotherapy has the
advantage of being objective; either the
connectivity, balance and distribution of
energy is there or it isn’t. Either there
change in the brain or there isn’t. Our field
needs to be based as solidly as possible
on objective data. Self-reports are power-
ful and necessary and become even more
powerful when corroborated with objec-
tive findings. Whether we can afford to be
a field that sometimes uses objective data
and sometimes not is an awesome ques-
tion. We need to, at least, ensure that each
practitioner has a deep, deep knowledge of
the workings of the brain, the connectiv-
ity, balance and energy of the brain and the
changes that can affect it. Without that we
continue the medical model that Dr. Amen
encountered, don’t look at the actual organ,
just figure out the medication (protocol)
from the symptoms.

Siegfried Othmer, PhD
It is likely that neurofeedback informed
by QEEG analysis has a glorious future ahead
of it. I venture that forecast despite the fact
that scientists have a poor track record for
predicting the path of technology—par-
ticularly in their field of expertise. What
is clear in retrospect is that QEEG-driven
training has a less glorious past. So let us
come to terms with the past briefly before
we look forward.

In a discussion I had with Barry Ster-
man in the early nineties, he said that in
his aspirational view of the neurofeedback
ideal he would wish that if a client showed
no QEEG anomaly then the ethical neuro-
feedback practitioner would be compelled
to say “I’m sorry, there is nothing I can do
for you.” This was the time when Barry
was just getting acquainted with the Lexi-
cor, so the facts to support this ‘maximalist’
position were clearly not in hand. More-
over, this was in complete contradiction to
Sterman’s own prior research history. His
cats did not qualify for EEG training by any
blotch on their QEEG.

The early position mandating QEEG
analysis to guide neurofeedback was to a
large extent faith-based. In the graphic ter-
minality of the Downing Street memo, the
‘intelligence was fixed around the policy.’
As a result, the organic development of the
field was profoundly distorted by the need
to buttress what continued to be a poorly
supported paradigm, albeit one that was
still considered indispensable. Of course
there were always sterling successes to be
reported, but that held true for all the prin-
cipal therapeutic approaches in the field.

The irony is that most of us contin-
ued to find success in the very approach
that Sterman and Lubar firmly established
in research originally, namely mechanisms-
based training. Using targeting on the ba-
sis of functional neuroanatomy, we have
been broadly addressing the self-regula-
tory properties of entire systems: arousal
regulation; affect regulation; attentional
and executive function; autonomic regula-
tion and interoception; etc. Disregulations
in these domains are not typically accom-
panied by localized cortical anomalies. Yet
our experience is that these disregulations
yield readily to standard training protocols,
supported paradigm, albeit one that was
continued to be a poorly supported para-
digm, albeit one that was
still considered indispensable.

An illustrative example is to be
found in our experience with PTSD in vet-
erans and active duty servicemen. Some
15% of such clients find their most critical
symptoms largely resolved within less than
ten training sessions. It would be difficult
to make a case here for a major redirec-
tion of the approach. A further 60% of such cli-
ents respond with a typical learning curve
pattern across essentially all symptoms asso-
ciated with PTSD, and reach substantial
resolution in twenty to forty sessions. One
would love to do better, but already these
outcomes exceed those of all prior thera-
pies for PTSD. All this is accomplished
with four basic training protocols, with two
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of these bearing the major burden. In fact, most of the early symptom abatement is accomplished with only a single placement.

Finally, there is a residual 25% or so that is either resistant to our ministrations or show very slow progress. Here we are clearly obligated to look for additional measures, and I believe this is where QEEG analysis will come into its own. Matters sort themselves out quite nicely when one simply tracks learning curves for all the particular client complaints. If all of the symptoms are on the same learning curve, or nearly so, then we are dealing with a system-scale disregulation that will yield readily to simple protocols. On the other hand, if there is a large dispersion in learning curves then one may venture that more specific targeting on the outliers could confer an advantage.

We are on a continuum here from the more generalized dysfunctions to the more localized and specific. Undoubtedly somewhere on that continuum the advantage shifts from a protocol-based approach to a more focused targeting strategy that is informed by the QEEG. It remains true, however, that the vast majority of cases encountered in clinical practice yield substantially to a minimal set of standard approaches. The overwhelming bulk of the clinical evidence accumulated of the years documents the broad generality of neurofeedback training effects rather than the claimed narrow specificity. We are interacting with a highly integrated regulatory regime, after all, and our intrusion into the affairs of the brain effects a broad and diffuse renormalization. This has important bearing on the economics of a neurofeedback practice.

Quantitative assessments of the EEG will help us to push what we already do well to a yet higher level. Even though we do well with the ADHD spectrum generally, there remains the observation that this population is highly heterogeneous with respect to various aspects of executive function. This calls for much more functional testing, but in future that will be accompanied by simultaneous evaluation of the EEG. It is time for the neuropsychologists to finally show up.

In the main, neurofeedback to date has concerned itself with issues that surface in a mental health practice because they call attention to themselves. An even larger class of brain-based problems consists of what may be called stealth conditions. These consist of the deficits that may have been accrued by virtue of minor brain insults in childhood, or at birth, plus specific learning disabilities and sensory processing disorders. Clients may be quite unaware of the limitations under which they are laboring because the deficits have never been tested for. This is the natural domain for basing remedies on QEEG-derived information.

The assessment challenge presents us with yet another irony, because the disregulations of core functions tend to be associated with obvious EEG elevations at low EEG frequencies, whereas disregulations in the cognitive domain tend to be associated with deficiencies at higher EEG frequencies which are not nearly so obvious. So the obvious features of a deviant EEG are not terribly helpful to us, whereas those that could be helpful are not terribly obvious. In consequence, much of the information of interest must be obtained under challenge conditions.

The two ends of the spectrum are well represented by two clinicians who both base their work on the QEEG. Tanju Surmeli, a psychiatrist in Instanbul, largely publishes on disorders involving severe core disregulations, including mental retardation, Down Syndrome, etc. At the other end of the spectrum, Kirt Thornton largely addresses specific cognitive dysfunctions with highly targeted challenges. The methods used by Surmeli for the above conditions tend to be very straightforward, mostly emphasizing training in the delta band. I take it as a given that the delta band is a fruitful target for training quite irrespective of any EEG anomalies observed there. The QEEG in these cases is not very instructive. In Thornton’s approach, on the other hand, it is indispensable.

The development of our own work over the past five years makes the above distinction even more apparent. By working at infra-low frequencies, we appear to tie much more directly into cortical activation dynamics. It appears that the slow cortical potential yields a direct correlate of cortical excitability, which is just what we wish to train for the improved regulation of persistent states. And just to complete this picture in contrasts, we even have a set of ‘stealth conditions’ in this domain to which QEEG measures are largely blind. These include sociopathy and other personality disorders. They are in fact trainable with standard methods. Looked at from this vantage point, in which state regulation training is mainly assigned to the infra-low and low-frequency EEG region with standard protocol-based targeting, then our perspective on frequency-based training should shift more to the issue of what it can offer specifically, and to that enterprise QEEG-derived information is indeed relevant.

There is a natural hierarchy in which one moves from general regulation issues to specific dysfunctions, and from general protocol-based training to specific targeting. In retrospect, then, QEEG-prescribed neurofeedback training has suffered from a case of what the FDA calls “mis-branding.” In a well-meaning but misguided attempt to use the QEEG to confer upon our field the aura of quantitative rigor and of specificity, the QEEG was utilized principally in the task of general state regulation, to which it was not well suited. Once QEEG-based training is no longer yoked to this task—and not until then—can it assume its proper and exalted role within the field. We have been guilty of using a race horse to pull a plow.

The following hints at what the future may hold. Evoked potential studies are just now at the point of becoming useful for informing neurofeedback targeting strategies. This is because independent component analysis (ICA) allows the rather amorphous ERPs to be deconstructed into their specific functional constituents. With the aid of sLORETA for localization, these can then be specifically targeted with coherence-based training of critical linkages. With the additional insight provided by the determination of “directed coherence,” neurofeedback strategies may be further refined.

Not all neurofeedback practitioners will take this road. In fact most will remain quite content to work with state regulation issues, just as most psychologists do not see it as a deficiency that they are not neuropsychologists. The diversity within neurofeedback will come to reflect the diversity that exists within the health professions, and it will come to match the diversity in the problems we routinely encounter. As one surveys this terrain, it is not unreasonable to forecast that the largest opportunity for neurofeedback will lie in boosting the functional competences of the non-clinical population, the key to which will be testing and characterization. Augmenting competences is the more natural frame in which neurofeedback should be discussed among ourselves and promoted to the outside world.
Gold Medal Winning Biofeedback Training

“Gold medalists take advantage of the latest technology to make sure they’re ready for competition day. At the Olympics, Infiniti allowed me to work with a single system for all training. From up to 12 athletes at a time, I can’t imagine training without it. I can increase my training output and reduce performance stress. Having this system has been invaluable.”

Phil Zehnder
1995-1998 Olympic Games Biathlete

Thought Technology Ltd.
Thermally monitored and biofeedback training systems

5050 Soccer Champion League Winner AC Milan

“Thought Technology’s MindComp6, BioGraph and BioGraph Infiniti are an essential component of the sports science of AC Milan. Milan, Italy — Our ability to monitor muscle activity, as well as the psychological and physiological preparedness of our athletes in the hypertonic and hypotonic states to perform at a peak, as well as training the team to increase injuries by 90%,” said Paolo Monaco, Head Coach of AC Milan.

NASA’s Underwater Nano Near Space Training Project

“Our 22-day project included 2 adipose training sessions with the Infiniti system for 400 plus exposure days to observe the effect of meditation, exercise and nutrition. Because of the extreme environment, which included pressure at 60 feet below water, training in the water, we wanted to know whether the Subject would function – it did. (Randy) St. Thomas, NASA Ames Research Center

Reaction Time Training for Peak Performance

“Training for reaction time helped me to be consistent and confident. First of the line for all at the Olympic Games”


“The skills to react quickly is essential to peak performance – whether you want to win a race or your next meeting, you get an incredible performance advantage, maximizing your athletic, career.”

Perry Rechard, Ph.D., Mental Performance Consultant
Short track Speed Skating Coach

Join the Elite who Trust Thought Technology
For over 35 years, Thought Technology Ltd. has been the world’s leader in Biofeedback, Neurofeedback and Peak Performance, providing the tools and training to help people learn to help themselves.
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For over 35 years we have pursued the dream of helping people help themselves through biofeedback and neurofeedback
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QEEG Hardware, Analysis Software, Report Service and Education

Professional consultation and BCIA approved mentoring in QEEG and Neurofeedback

Education and training through our online classes in QEEG, ERP, QEEG and ERP Case Reviews and Expert Series courses.

Professional consultation and BCIA approved mentoring in QEEG and Neurofeedback

The TT-pIR HEadGear™ device incorporates two very sensitive and highly accurate passive infrared (pIR) sensors mounted on a lightweight, ergonomically designed headset to provide responsive, unimpeded monitoring and training of heat radiated from the forehead.

The TT-pIR HEadGear™ is ready for use on the Infiniti platform with ProComp2™, ProComp5 Infiniti™, ProComp Infiniti™, and FlexComp Infiniti™.

Software Features:
- Includes application software (pIR mini-suite) for assessment and training on the BioGraph Infiniti™ platform
- Comes with illustrated instructions for placement, signal verification and usage
- Features Quick Start bootscans for single disk session start and review right from your desktop
- Integrates seamlessly with EEG and Physiology Application Suites and BioFun™ biofeedback video games

Hardware Features:
- Quick and accurate: Open concept HEadGear™ greatly reduces ambient temperature dependence and stabilization time
- Fast, easy, non-invasive method of assessing temperature changes in forehead region
- Allows training of infrared temperature emission with real-time biofeedback
- Perfect adjunct to neurofeedback, either as a precursor or parallel modality

Thought Technology’s TT-pIR HEadGear™ device enables assessment and training of infrared temperature emission with real-time biofeedback. It naturally integrates with EEG and Physiology Application Suites and BioFun™ biofeedback video games. The device comes with illustrated instructions for placement, signal verification and usage, allowing for quick and accurate bootscans for single disk session start and review. The HT-pIR HEadGear™ greatly reduces ambient temperature dependence and stabilization time, making it a fast, easy, non-invasive method of assessing temperature changes in the forehead region. It can be used as a precursor or parallel modality to neurofeedback.

Thought Technology Ltd.
www.thoughttechnology.com
Tel: (800) 361-3651 or (514) 489-8251
Fax: (514) 489-8255

TT-pIR HEG™ passive InfraRed HEadGears™ System

Biofeedback has never been so fast & easy!

Benefits:
- Fast, easy, non-invasive method of assessing temperature changes in forehead region
- Allows training of infrared temperature emission with real-time biofeedback
- Perfect adjunct to neurofeedback, either as a precursor or parallel modality

Thought Technology Ltd.
www.thoughttechnology.com
Tel: (800) 361-3651 or (514) 489-8251
Fax: (514) 489-8255

Thought Technology’s TT-pIR HEadGear™ device incorporates two very sensitive and highly accurate passive infrared (pIR) sensors mounted on a lightweight, ergonomically designed headset to provide responsive, unimpeded monitoring and training of heat radiated from the forehead.
Thought Technology’s TT-pIR HeadGear™ device incorporates two very sensitive and highly accurate passive infrared (pIR) sensors mounted on a lightweight, ergonomically designed headgear to provide responsive, unimpeded monitoring and training of heat radiated from the forehead.

The TT-pIR HeadGear™ is ready for use on the Infiniti platform with ProComp²™, ProComp5 Infiniti™, ProComp Infiniti™, and FlexComp Infiniti™.

Software Features:
- Includes application software (pIR mini-suite) for assessment and training on the BioGraph Infiniti™ platform
- Comes with illustrated instructions for placement, signal verification and usage
- Features Quick Start modules for single disk session start and review, right from your desktop
- Integrates seamlessly with EEG and Physiology Application Suites and BioFun™ biofeedback video games

Hardware Features:
- Quick and accurate. Open concept lightweight headgear
- Maximum comfort with illustrated instructions for placement, signal verification and usage
- Accurate and reliable measurement from wide-range, dual sensor configuration
- Power, Coherence, Phase, JTFA, Burst Metrics, Phase Reset, Phase Locking & Phase Shift Duration, Batch Processing, Bi-Spectra & Neurofeedback
- LORETA Z Score Biofeedback and Z Score EEG Biofeedback
- Pre vs Post Treatment Statistics and Z Score EEG Biofeedback
- & LORETA Z Score Biofeedback

Benefits:
- Fast, easy non-invasive method of assessing temperature changes in forehead region
- Allows training of infrared temperature emission with real-time biofeedback
- Perfect adjunct to neurofeedback, either as a precursor or parallel modality

The TT-pIR HeadGear™ greatly reduces ambient temperature dependence and stabilization time.
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